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LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

The F1orida Film Festival has returned
.to Orlando, and UCF's Digital Media Program
is playing an integral part. Through sponsorship and complementary programs, the ·
department continues to make a name ·for
itseH in the film world.
UCF is the main sponsor of a division·of
the festival called "Next Art." That component f0cuses on dynamic media in the future
of entertainment, said Phil Peters, an associate professor in the Digital Media Program.
'We decided because we're a · sponsor, we
want to be highly inyolved," he said.
.Today and tomorrow, the program will
host three interactive media forums, roundtable discussion about digital media curriculum and a digital media showcase.
'We are striving to establish an interna- .
tional reputation for UCF as a place where
unique, innovative things are constantly hap..pening," said Michael Moshell, director of the ·
program. "Th-e festival has provided us with
· an opportunity to invite leailing media artists
and developers from around the country to
come and brainstorm with us about the
future of digital media curricula and ·
--research."
For the forums, UCF.will bring in speakers-from around the country, including one of
the creators of MTV and' an Oscar-winning
graphics designer. The forums are free.
The events begin with Bill To:qilinson
mo!ferating · a forum titled, "Breathing Life
·into Digital Media: Why Artificial Intelligence
Should (or Should Not) Be a Subset of

a
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Flashing for beads is common among women whfn alcohol and Spring Break are involved. But thos~ whose images are later cir(ulated have little protection.

Flashing will earn women more
than beads this Spring Break
DIANE LAZIC
STAFF WRITER

Junior Samantha Steffen has
danced on pretty much anything that
will hold.her weight, but when it comes
to flashing, she claims' she is too modest.
·
Her sister Christine, however, is a
different story.
"She flashed for beads, [for] a

dare pretty much whenever
Christine gets a whim," Steffen, 27,
said.
Steffen's sist-er is not unlike most
young women during Spring Break
who feel inclined to peel off their
clothes in an atmosphere that is a little
more liberated and inebriated than
usual.
Sophomore Jeff Gunn, 19, who will
spend his Spring Break in South Beach

and Key West, is certain he!ll see at
least a few women pull up their tank
tops and bare their breasts. And with a ,
little alcohol and a few strands of
beads, it's not particularly difficult to
convince them to do it, either, he said.·
"Beads make girls do crazy
thingS," he said. "I don't know what it
is."
PLEASE SEE

Being ON 2

While crowds partY; officers look for law-breakers
JESSE SCHRAGE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

KAmrFLATH I CFF

John Nelson,27,and Chad Misselhom,26,are both digital
media majors involved in'Next Art,' a division of the Florida
Film Festival, which focuses on the future of entertainment.

Thousands of college students
descended on Daytona Beach this
week, ready to unwind as the city's
Spring Break season kicked off. Many
would · hit the beach. · Others would
head straight for the bars and clubs.
But wherever the students were,

Daytona Beach police officers were
there, too, watching and waiting for
·
law-breakers.
On Monday, traffic and- alcohol
violations would dominate the night. ·
-At 6 p.m., Officer Vrnny Delguercio
stopped a y~ung male walking on the
·street with an open bottle of beer.
There is no alcohol allowed in the
streets of Daytona Beach. Although

the viol~tion sounds minor, the $106
ticket that can accompany the viola.
tion is not.
Officer Delguercio informed t,he
violator that his op~n container of
alcohol was against the law, but let him
go.
"I have three options," Delguercio
PLEASE SEE
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Car burglaries on the rise

UCF's ·men's tennis on the ball _,

Incidents of crimes at UCF-affiliated housing are seeing
increases across the board.

The Knights.have won 11 straight matches, including two
shutouts and a 6-1 victory this past week.
-SPORTS,.15
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·Being drunk doesn't shield women
from nudity laws, video cameras
FROM PAGE 1

In a ~ulture where Spring
Break is synonymous with alcohol
and brazen sexuality, the image of
young women flashing has ·
become a common form of selfexpression. And with the.popularity of ."Girls Gone Wtld," an 83. · video series that features young
womeri exposing themselves, public nudity haS also become more
acceptable.
"It's harmless overall," said
Susan Baxter, a 21-year-old-junior.
"'lb some, it's a release of
expression from convention," said
John Amderson, a 26-year-oldjunior.
But three women who
removed their- clothes and later·
claimed they were exploited on
"Girls Gone Wild" tapes no longer
think flashing is no big deal.
Tb.9se women who went wild
changetl their minds and decided
to sue the "Girls Gone Wtld" distributor, claiming they did not consent to having their images used ·
. on the videos.
.
One was UCF student
Veronica Lane, wlio flashed her
t>reasts on a Panama City Beach
street in September 1999. She was
- 17 at the time.
Lane, who lost her case in

'

Women know
'
what's
going on ·
when they put
themselves,in
that situation.
· ·We all know
about beads and
p~rtying_.
·
lWomenJ have a
choice to go into
·that situation~

.,,

-JOHN AMDERSON
·
Junior

federal district court in Orlando
last November, set the precedent
for future lawsuits agaillst the
video company. While she claimed
that she did not consent to the use
of her image, the judge ruled that
Lane did give consent by accepting a strand of beads in. exchange
for lifting her top. ·
Several students agree.d with

the judge's verdict.
ing an aggressive stand to p~ev~nt said.
while officials believe . that
"If something like that would · women from exposing themselves
bother her that much, she should and men from capturing nude legal consequences may be the
best way to convince women to
not be doing things like that at women on video.
all," Amderson said. "Women
Responding to .an announce- keep their clothes on and prevent
. know what's going on when they ment that ."Girls Gone Wild" men from cajoling women with
put themselves in that situation. would host a live pay-per-view cameras to take'it off, several stuWe all know about beads and par- broadcast from an undisclosed dents don't believe flashers
tying. [Women] ha~e a choice to · Spring Break location, Sullivan should be punished.
Sophomore Erin Dunn doesgo into that situation."
announced last week that anyone
Sophomore Joseph Nowak, caught exposing themselves in n't believe that flashing is particu20, who has watched several of public or anyone found videotap- larly classy, but wouldn't want to .
the "Girls Gone Wtld" videos, said ing,women removing their clothes see students arrested for it.
Junior Shannon Shortnacy,
the tapes are relatively tame, and would go to jail,
· "The community does not 20, doesn't think flashers should
not serious enough to appeal in
court.
'
dismiss Spring Break as evil, we be punished, either.
"If girls want to expose them"It was definitely below what just have parameters that visitors
selves and make fools of themI expected," he said. "Maybe need to stay in,"·he said.
[girls] do worry about lawsuits
He wants to sendaclearmes- selves, go ahead. But no one
[but] they edited out an the sage that his community will not should be arrested," she said.
be turned into a venue for a comPeople may think it's OK, said
raunchy stµff."
Todd Budgen, a Maitland attorney ..
Steffen said girls who ge wild mercial peep show, he said.
Sgt. Al 'Tulley, the media rela- · who formerly worked for the state
have no right going to court:
"Things like that should not tions officer for the Dayton~ attorney's office. But public nudiend up in civil court, " she said. Beach Police, said his department ty is a legal offense, and being
drunk -isn't a legitimate defense.
."Regret is.your own problem."
has enforced a similar policy.
Others, such as freshman
"Everyone should know that for anyone who bares it all on a
Laura Douglas, 18, do not consid- if they choose to solicit or flash, public street, whether or not a
er public nudity acceptable under they will be arrested," he said. video crew is filming the display.
"The state of F1orida recently
any circumstance.
"Having an arrest record, and the
"It's a pathetic way to get $106 fine, taught a lot of people a passed a law that voluntary intoxication is not a defense to certain
attention;" she said. "You can lesson [last year]."
have fun and 'still respect yourThe department's goal is to types of crimes," he said. "You
self."
ensure fill environment of safety should not have an expectation of
Panama City Beach Mayor ·for students to unwind in, and for privacy out in public: You should
Lee Sullivan isn't tolerating public parents to feel that their kids are be careful not to do acts that
nudity anymore. In fact, he is tak- safe when they v~tion there, he invite people to look at you."
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Community Amenities
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·Computer Center
• State-ofpthe-Art Fitness Center
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Courts
• Swimming Pool with Sun Deck
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At 'fexas Tech UDiversity, a student who feels diversity progi:ams
have gone foo far is settirig up a scholarship called "The United White
Persons College Fund."
·
Matthew Coday, who is white, said
his fund would give ·-a $2,000 scholar~
ship to one student each ·year. The
scholarship~ he said, is a jab at the
United Negro College Fun4, which, he
argues, discriminates against white ·
students.
Although he acknowledged that the UNCF· does not exc).ude members
of any group from its scholarships, he
said that in practice the group is exclu-·
·sive, since it supports historically
black colleges. (While all of the private
colleges -that are members of the
UNCF are historically black, none bar
White students.)
~ Coday plans to mirror- his program on the policies· of the UNCF. He
. said that no stlldent would be excluded based on race, bufthat his ihission
was to support members of a certain
group - in this case, students who
are white. Coday said he had raised
more than $1,000 so far, mainly from
friends and others who have heard of
.his efforts in news reports.
The president . of the Black
Student Association on th(3 campus,
Martin Lee Dorsey II, said he found the
spirit of the scholarship troubling.

Never mind, we don't want you
Hundreds of early-decision appli-.
·cants who had been rejected or
deferred by · Cornell University in
December got an e-mail message last
month congratulating them on winning acceptance into the Class of 2007.
Admissions officials.quickly sent out a
new round of messages_notifying the
students that the message was an
error and apo!ogizing for the conftlsion. .
, The. congratulatory e-mail message was intended for the 1,128 stu- dents who had been accepted under
the early-decision program and are
therefore committed to attent'i {he uni- .
versity, as a way to get them excited
.about the fall semester. Brit a Cornell
official accidentally sent the message
to about 1,700 early-decision applicants, including more than 550 who
had already received letters of rejection.
The snafu resulted from a "computer-coding ·error," said Henrik N.
Dullea, vice president for university
relations. The error caused confusion
- and in some cases distress - for
the students who got the e-mail message by mistake.
Fifty to 75 people who received
the erroneous message called
Cornell's admissions office to complain or seek clarification. Admissions
officials worked quickly to contact
those -who wer,e not meant to receive
the mesSa@ and to explain the situation and two hours after the first batch
of. e-mail messages was sent, an apology was e-mailed to the' 550 unintended recipients.

Dashed hoops
Two mid-major men's basketball
. PLEASE SEE

Player~

oN

4

Cat burglaries on the rise
Recent incidents reflect
tref!d ofmore crime at
UcP~affili4ted housing
JASON IR.SAY
STAFF WRITER

.

Late Sunday night, five resi.dents of Chancellors Row, including three U.CF. students, became ·
the latest victims in a rash of car
burgiaries and other crimes that
have plagued the UCF area, particularly Pegasus _ Point and
Pegasus Landing. .
· Burglar:s stole stereos and
other items from .tP,~ cars of junior
Ashley. Fc;>J;'Q.,,20, her brother, senior Casey Fbrd, 21, and sophomore
Alex Garcia, 19, as well as their
neighbors, Kelly Ma~on, 31, and
Mike Gulick, 28:
The car burgiaries reflect a
dramatic rise in that particular
crime. Recently released statistics
I

PLEASE SEE

Statistics ON 6

ADAM ROSCHE I

CFF

Five residents of Chancellor's Row were victims of a rash of car burglaries. Stereos and other b~longings were piJfer-ed from cars.

Alcohol and traffic violations dominate
arrival of revelers to Daytona Beach
·.

.
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said. "I can put him in jail, give
him a notice to appear in court
or give him a $106 ticket."

.Last-minllte Spring Break preparations

made. What should you 90 though if you reach
But 'throwing people in jail
the
hotel to check-in and they have lo$t your
is not this officer's, or any·offireservations?
cer's, goal.
"'If the hotel loses _your reservation, you
If peopl~ cooperate and do
want
to make sure you have everything that
· not give the officer8 any attitude
proves
you had a reservation," said Annalyn
f
in such enc.ounters, police g-enBush,
Branch
Manager for STA Travel. "Don't
erally will let them go with a
leave
until
its
settled."
.
warnjng, he said.
.
"[BriJig]
confirmation
numbers and any
CRYSTAL
ESPINOSA
- However,. underage drinkSTAFF WRITER
receipts
you've
received;
either
from the travel
ing is an entirely different matagency
through
which
you
booked
your vacater, and it runs rampant. during
With
Spring
Break
·right
arounq
the
cor'
t
ion
or
if
you
booked
it
online,"
Bush
said.
· Spring Break.
·
ner,·don't g-et caught up in all the excitement of · "Print the receipt from the e-mail."
In 2001 the Florida Division
parties and beaches and forget about the
Although hotels rarely lose reservations,
of Alcoholic Beverages and
details involved with your trip. So you don't ·it can happen. ·If it does, simply ask them for ·
Tobacco made almost 1,000
end up stranded on a beach .or in a jail cell, guidance on·where else you can go or what
arrests for underage drinking
here are a few tips to help you in dealing with . else you can do, Bush said. Perhaps the more
and · fake IDs during Spring
, potential proble~s. ·
likely problem with .a hotel, however, is the
Break, according to statistics
Often people don't give theif hotel a secreleased by Volusia County.
ond thought once reservations have been
PLEASE SEE Police oN 4
''.If you drink underage,
you~re going to jail," said Sgt. Al
Tolley, tpe public information
officer for Daytona Beach Police Breakers clogging the streets of beach is littered with beer·cans at home and respect other peo- ·
Department.
Daytona Beach, controllingtraf- and other trash, drinking on the ple's rights and space.
More serious offonses, fie.is another concern for.police. beach is illegal..
"There is a.Ii overlying persuch as hanging from a balcony, 'We need to keep traffic
Another beach violation spective that .i f you come to
will also land students in jail. · moving and keep pedestrians commonly seen by police Daytona for Spring Break-you
"When young people fall off on the sidewalk to keep them . involves :r:ioise. Music or noise will be hassled by the police,"
a balcony and die, it's serious," from getting ill the street," that carries more than 50 feet Tolley said. "It's no big deal to
Tolley said.
Tolley said. With 50 to 60 offi- from the source is illegal.
·come out and act responsibly.
Tolley added that a lot of cers patrolling during peak
When driving on the beach, You can't walk around your colcrime during ·Spring .Break is times, officers are commonly students also should not exceed lege campus with· a beer ...or
unreasonable. .
seen at busy intersections to the strictly· .enforced 10 mph flashing your breasts; what
, "If you have someone there -ensure that pedestrians are g-et- speed limit. Violators will face makes.you think you could do it looking oµt for you, things like ting across the street-safely.
here?"
penalties starting at $41.
thi~ could be prevented," he
Spring Breakers looking to
"You know what the rules
Tolley asks students travelsaid.
.
·
party on the beach also will ing to Daytona this Spring · are,'' he said. ':Just act respons~
With up to 500,000 Spring need to be careful. AltholJ,gh the Break to behave as they would ]?ly and have a good time."

Hotel mix-ups, foolish
mistakes can dampen
studtmts' fun . .
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Police will be .out in full force·.
.F ROM PAGE 3

inconvenience of them being overbooked.
''What happens over Spring Break are·
that all the hotels are overbooked," Bush
said. "It doesn't matter where you're staying
or whether or not you've already pai4 for it.
There · is always the possibility the hotel
won't be able to accommodate you."
In the occurrence that your hotel is overbooked the hotel must automatically place
you in a hotel of equal or lesser value.
"Of course, that's to the hotel's discretion," Bush said. "So the person traveling
may want a [classic] Spring Break hotel and
get transferred to a nice family hotel. It may
be nicer; but a family hotel isn't something
someone on Spring Break wants. But there's
nothing you can do about it. It happens all
the time"
When placing a deposit, credit may be
easier than cash, but remember that if dam3.ge done to the room eiceeds-the amount .
you have on your credit card, the hotel can
charge you more. To make sure you are n9t
blamed for damages already done, check the
room as soon as you get there.
"As soon as you get to the hotel [room]
and notice any damages, tell the hotel staff
immediately," Bush said. "We haven't really
had any problems with that though because
··
hotels require deposits."Once everything with the hotel checks
out; it's time to enjoy the freedom of Spring
Break. However, don't take the freedom for
granted, or it will quickly be taken away.
·"We will be out in full force, " said A.J.
Srp.ith, Chief of Enforcement of ·Alcoholic
Beverages arid Tobacco. "There will be no
warnings." _
~
- With officers ready to enforce the punishment for rampant Spring Break violations, you should be aware of the consequences.
Being caught With a fake ID constitutes
a felony, ·and you will be arrested and taken
to jail, Smith said.
Common and popular among Spring
Breakers is underage drinking and.flashing.
Both qualify as second-degree misdemeanors and after a juage's ruling, the individual charged may have to serve either 60
days in jail or pay a $500 fine. When under
the influence, students have been known to
jump balconle.s. Such an act is considered
disorderly conduct and is a second-degree
_misdemeanor as well.

·

Players did
not make
the ·grade
. FROM PAGE 3

powerhouses yanked their teams
out of · national postseason-tournaments amid questions about players'
academic records. One team, from
St. ·Bonaventure University, consequently refused to play the last two
games of its season.
John D. ·Welty, presjdent. of
California · State . University at
Fresno, said last wee~ that he would
not let his team play in the Nationa!
Collegiate Athletic . Association
championship or the National
Invitation Tournament because of a
continuing
investigation
into
whether a team' s tatistician had
completed class a~sigillnents for
players.
Ile already had placed the ath~
letics department on probation for
two years and taken away three basketball scholarships in December.
Fresno State clinched the regular-seas.on
Western
Athletic
Conference title · over tlfe weekend
with a win over the University of
Nevada at Reno. Across the coun_try;
St. Bonaventure, in southwestern
New York, forfeited six games after
the NCAA determined that Bonnie
player, Jamil Terrell, did not meet
the association's academic criteria
when he transferred to St.
Bonaventure from Coasfal Georgia
Community College for the 2002-3
academic year. .
The forfeitures give the Bonnies
a conference .record of 1-13, effectively removing them fi:om consider'J ation for the NCAA and NIT playoffs.
The Atlantic 10 Conference also
· voted last week to exclude the team
from its postseason tournament.
The next day, to protest that action,
St. Bonaventure officials announced
that the university's team had decided not to play its final two regular- ~
season games.

a

Daytona Beach police made theft presence felt during the first official days of Spring Brejlk.
Destroying property qualifies as criminal mischief and as .a first-degree misdemeanor, punishable by one year in jail or _a
$1,000 fine. ·
Using precaution and keeping the consequences of actions in the back of your mind
will help you have a stress-free Spring Break.
Don't fall victim to preventable punishments
and hotel niisfortune.

"Lo~s of things can go wrong when you
go somewhere, just don't let it ruin your trip.
Most of the problems are completely fixable,"
Bush said. "If you don't knowwhat to do, contact whoever you made the arrangements
through and have them offer advice on what
you can do. They've probably already dealt
with it. They can worry about it and you can
enjoy your trip."

-COMPILED BY STAFF WRITER KRISTA llllll

Festival allows .students and program to market themselves
Troopers," ''As Good as It Gets,"
"Godzilla,'.' 'dames and the Giant
Animation Rather_ Than of Peach" and "Total Recall." The
Computer Science."
session is titled, ''A Conversation
Rebecca Allen, a professor in with Visual Effects Wrzard George
UCLA's Desigp. and Mediai Arts . Merket: 'They'll Make Psychos of
Department and an international- Us All!' "
ly recognized designer and ~tist, .
An ongoing Media Tools
· will join the discussion, along with Showcase today and tomorrow is
Ken Perlin, director of the Media another component ·of UCF's
Research -Lab at New York involvement in the festival. This
University and a winner of a tech- showcase will give students and
nical Acadeniy Award for achieve- others an opportunity to see
ment in computer graphics:
demonstrations of the -newest
---The forum takes place from software in the film industry.
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. today at Wmter
Demon~trations · of new techPark City Hall, 401 S. Park Ave.
nology will include Adobe
"Media Art Centers: 'If You (Premiere 6.5 and AfterEffects
Build It, They Will Come ... "' will- 5.5), Apple (Final Cut Pro, Final
KATIB Furn I CFF
follow from· 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Cut Express, imovie), Discreet ''Next Art' is a componeIJt of the Florida
tomorrow at the Enzian Theater, (3D Studio Max and Combustion .film Festival being sponsored today and
1300 N. Orlando Ave. Richard Engine), Panasonic aud others. 'tomorrow by UCF's Digital Media Program.
.Grula, director of operations an~ Filmmakers use this software for
public ·programs at the UCF making.movies.
gallery called "Provocations." "It
Department of Film, will moderThe free showcase will be set is a gallery of new dynamic instalate. This forum bripgs together up in·tlie film festival's headqliar- lations showing the best of digital
film experts from around the ters, at 120 E. Comstock Ave. in media from around the world,"
nation to discuss the pros and Wmter Park, and should appeal to Peters said.
cons of building a media center in ·many people, according to senior
Marc Weiss, co-curator of
Orlap.do.
Chad Misselhorn of the digital "Provocations," talked about the
. At 3:30 p.m. Friday at the media program. .
·
interactive aspect of digital
Enzian, George Merket, one of the
"Those would be good things media.
.
.
creators of MTV; will discuss the for anyone who is interested in
"Digital te.chnologies add a
state of special effects in movies. ' film or media or special effects to powerful and often unpredictable
He designed special effects for go see," Misselhorn:said.
ingredient to the artistic stew; a
such
films
as
"Starship
UCF also is spons9ring a chance to break out .of the producFROM PAGE 1

er and consumer relationship and ties we had to take care of."
enlist the audience as / active
He said it has given him expeagents who can add something of rience and the opportunity to netthemselves to the mix and some- work "I've worked in the industry
times even affect. the outcome,'' he and have gotten some phone numsaid.
bers," he said. '.'I am interested in
Though · some events were film, so it was a good experience."
created for the public, there is
John Nelson, 8.lso a senior in
another discussion that will focus the Digital Media Program,
on education of digital media stu- agreed.
dents throughout the United
"You learn a lot of the etiStates.
quette and rules of the business
"University Roundtables: world," said Nelson, 27. "I've
Workshops on Digit~ Media and learned stuff outside of just creatArts in Academia-" will enable ing .graphics . . . basically; where
panelists representing 20 · digital your talents are going to be needmedia programs throughout the ed." He said it was great to learn United States to meet and discuss how to manage a big project, how
curriculum. They will convene all to manage tasks; and to experiday Thursday and Friday in the ence the politics of working with
council chambers of. the Wmter creative individuals.
Park City Hall, where some
UCF's involvement in the· fesgallery seating is available.
tival has helped_the Digital Media
As one of the 10 largest film Program distinguish itself, Nelson
festivals in the United States, the said.
Florida Film Festival allows UCF
"It's been a great honor for
to show off its department, Peters UCF to be part of the film festisaid. '1\11 of the events represent val," said Peters.
the best _UCF has,to offer," he said.
- The honor may become com:
Students fr<?_!ll UCF had the mon for the program, if Moshell
opportunity to participate in some has anything to say about it. .
of the organization of the events.
"We ·expect to continue
. "It was very good real;..world organizing events like this, that
work
experience," · . said give our faculty and students a
Misselhorn, 26. "Everyone had . chance to see the 'best and bright- .
their own individual responsibili- est' at work," he said.
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signed jersey you'll never ever wash: $150

john franco poster: $20
2003 game schedule: $0
subscription to "baseball america": $62

trophies: $0
•

•

I.

finding out there's an internship for people like you: priceless

•

•

Apply for a summer internship in the sports business at mastercard.com .
You could be sent to Nashville, where you'll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.
Some students will even go on to work with the St. Louis Cardinals® or the New York Mets~
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard~
No purdwe neceuary.50 essay entnnts win a summer study program.12 of the SO win a 2~week lntemshlp.Coowtopen to underxn.duate
nudena, 18-25, who are U.S. residents. Ends '4111103. Restrictions appty. Go to ~com for OfficW Rules and complete dea:l!s
Major League Baseball Uildemuks and copyrights are used with permission of Major le;iiue Baseball Propertiu, Inc.

onlclal RUIH. No Purehm Necauary to Enter or Win. Ellglblllty: Open to leQal rasldenls of lhe 50 United States arul the Dlslricl ol Columbia who are 18 ta 25 years of age and are enrolled as full· ar part:!lme undergraduate sludents In a U.S. Department of Education accredited 2-year or4·year colleQa/unlversJty as ot 1128/03 and at the time of winner selB<tlon and notification. Employees of MasterCard lntematlanal Incorporated ("Sponsor'). MasterCard
membErfmancial lnstrtutlons, Matar League Bas<llrul Properties, Inc, MLB Advanced Media. L. P., Major League 8as<ball Enterprises, Inc., the Office of the Commissioner of Baseball, the American and National Leagues of Professional Baseball Clubs, and the Major League Baseball Clubs, and each of their respective shareholders. employees, parents. dlrB<tors, officers, affiliates, repmsenlatrves, agents, suCC11ssors, and assigns (hereinafter. 'ML8 Entitlesj.
lnterscope Records Inc. NEXTMOVE Octagon Worldwide Limited, part~lpating universities, Project Support Team, Inc. ("PST"), and their respective parent companies. subsldlanes. affiliates, dlstnbutors. officers, directors, governors, relaled enttttes, partners, partnerships, principals, egents, lk:ensees. sponsors, representatlws, successors and assigns, and advertising/promotion agencies (collectively "Released Parties•) and members of the Immediate
family (mother, fath~r, brothers, s~te.S, sons, daughters and spouse) and household of each such employee are not eligible to participate. This Contest Is subject to all applicable federal. state and local laws and regulations. Vold where prohibited. How to Enter. 1.) Visit www.mastercard.com and click on the MasterCard• Priceless Edge~ Icon between 9:00:0tAM Central Tlme ("CT") an 1128/03 arul 8:59:59AM CT on 4111/03 (·Promotion Period'); 2.).CUck_an
the Icon representing your preferred f.'asterCarct" Priceless Edge• course of sl\Jdy: Sports Management or MUSIC & Entertainment (collB<llvel ·course of study'); 3.) Ta access the appllcanon form for your selected course at study, click on the "Apply Now" button or register for one of SIX free course of study spB<lflc MasterCard Priceless Edge~ onllne dlstanc.. leammg seminars developed by NEXTMOVE and complete the selected seminar. Pamapatmg
·
·
start a new professional sports business, what would 11 be. and why? Music & Entertainment If you could start your own music
or entertainment company, what would It do and how would It be different? The entry must be your original creation, in English and cannot have bEen pre~ously published or submrtted In any prior competltton. Madiflcatlon of an exlsbng work does not qualily as original; 5.) Fully complete the onllne entry form; and 6.) Cffck the "Submit" button. Umlt ant entry per p1rsan and per a-mall addrtss for each sel1t11d course of study for the durttton 11 th1
Promotion Period (I.I. a maximum of one Sparta Management ond one Music & Entertainment HUy). AddlHanal 1ntrfes rttel'8d from such p1rsoa and/or t-mall addma thartaftar will be void. Yoursubmlsslon of an onfine entry constitutes yourconsant to participate in this Contest and your consenttor Sponsor1o obtain and dele;ar your name, address and other mtormation ta PSTfortha purpose of admln$tering this Contest and for other uses by
Sponsor as perm~ed by applicable law. Sponsor la not responsible for last, Incomplete, late, stolen, or misdirected entnes or submissions; theft, destruction or unauthorized access ta, or alteration of, entries; !allures or malfunctions af phones, phonellnes or telephone systems; Interrupted or unavailable network, serwr or other connections: any error, omission, interruption, defB<I or delay in any transmission or communication; traffic congestion on the
Internet ar for any technical problem. Including but not limiled to any injuiy or damage to entrant's orany other person's computer related to or resulting from partklpallan In this Contest, errors In these Official Rules, many Contest-related advertisements or other materials; the selacllan or announcement of winners or Iha awarding of.prizes; the cancellation, suspension or modlncallon of onllne dlatance~eaming seminars, or other problems or errors of any
kind whether mechanical human electronic or otherwise. Sponsor reserves the right, In its sole dlscrellon, ta void any and all entries of an entrant who Sponsor believes has attempted to tamper w11h or Impair the administration, security, fairness, or ro r la of this Contest. Tho use of automated ent devices Is rohlblted. All entnes will become the property of Sponsorand will not be returned. Judging: Atotal al (98) winners ((50) Sports Management
Winners and (48) Music &Entertainment Winners! will be selected for the duration of the Promotion Period bas<d on the date and time ent
•
·
Music & Entertainment Winners. Entry Period #3: 3118/03-4/11/03, (17) Sports Management Winners. (16) Mu~~ & Entertainment Winners.
based on the following criteria: l) Originality: ()-4() points: 2.) Creativily/Written Expression: 0-30 poinls:. and 3.) Relevance to the Iheme: 0eKlsts the remaining tied entries will bE rejudged based on Relevance to Iheme: 0-100 points. Winners will be notified by telephone anti/or
Yllortfil: Atterul the MasterCard Priceless EdgeN Summer Study Program (berelnafter 'summer study program") at aparticipating un"lllrsl
Thursday) and oft-campus excursions one day/Week (Friday). Prize includes rourul·llip coach air transportat100 from major airport nearest
MasterCar!fO Priceless Edge• post summer sl\Jdy Internship Invitations for each ~especlive course of study (Appro~mate Summer

overall participation, and compliance with summer study program and UniVerslty codes of conduct as fallows: Issue Identification and skit pertormance: 20%; Case sru.dy pertormance and sl\Jdy group Interplay an.d cooperation: 50%; class and field study attendance/participation: 15%; and compliance with summer sl\Jdy program and un~ers1ty codes of conduct: 15%. Summer study program classroontlon-eampus excursion attendance Is mandatory and
winners must comply with all MaslerCard rules and regulations re~llng to thalr part~1patlon "the summer srudy program. Sponsor may, 1n 1ts sole. discretion, Impose d1SC1pllnary sanctions on wlnnera/lntems, ranging from awarning to BKpulslon lo raferral for state or federal prosacuuon, tor violation of federal, state or local laws, summer sl\Jdy program and pamcipaUng unwers1ty student codes or conduct. Content of summerstudy program to be determined
1
1
1
..
and e:qienses not specifled herein are winners' so~ rasponslblllly. Winners wi:I be required to e><ecuta and return an Affidavit of Elig1billty, Liability Re leas< and (whera legal) Publicity Release within (3) days of Issuance of notification along with acopy of their current college/unive~ity transcnpl and must be In good academic standing as defined by their respective collage/unrwrslty at time or pnza award. tt any pnze notttlcatton fetter 1s ral\Jmed as undeiverable,
a runner-up will be awarded the priz~ By participating, entrants agree ta be bound by these Otf~ial Ru~s and 1.) Attestthat thelrentiy ~an original creabon that has not bEen previously published orsubmitted in any other competrt1ons; and 2.) Agree that Released Parties and their deslgnees and assigns: a.) shall own the entry (and all material .embodied therein) and shall have the perpel\Jal, worlct.o/ide right to edit, publish, explatt and use the en11y (or any
portion lhereoQ in any way and in any media for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or for any other purpose In any media or formal now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission or notification from/to entrant or any lhlrd party; b.) ehall have the right and permission (unless prohibited by law) to use entrant's name, voice, city/state of residence, photograph anti/or other li<eness for advertising and/or trade purposes anti/or far the
purpose of displaying thelrname as aw1nnerantflor fo
.
.
.
.
.
.
otherwise not in good tasta; e.) shall
have no llablllly and entrant will defend. indemnilY and hold harmless Sponsor and the olherentitles named he rain from and ag&nst any liability, loss, Injury er damage of any kind (including attorney's fees) to any person or entily Including. without Rmltatlon. personal 1rjury, death or damege to personal or real property, due Ill whole ar In part, directly ar indirectly, by reason of the acceptance, possession, use or misuse of a prize or participation In this Contest
and any travel related thereto Including. but nof limited to. any claim that entranrs submission infringes or violates the rights of any pe~on or entity Sponsor reserves the nght, in its sole discretion, to modify. terminate or suspend this Contest should Virus. bugs, non authorized human Intervention or other causes beyond the reasonable control of Sponsor. including but not limited to war, strikes, antf/oracts of God, corrupt or impair the administration,
SB<Urity, fairness or proper play of this Contest and. If tho Contest ~·terminated or suspended, at 11s discretion award prizes In aJudging from among all non·suspect entries received prior to event requiring such modification. termination orsuspenslon. Winners List: For the winners' names, send a sett·addressed. stamped envelope to b• received by 6/2/03 to: MasterCard" Priceless Edge"' Winners, P.O. Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3106
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Residents of Chancellors Row say this wrecked fence between Pegasus Pointe and them was probably the access point for burglar(s).

Statistics in all theft
categories have risen
Novak insists the College Park not judge the "impact of the
to
UCF
Police
neighborhoods are safe. Novak switch
for the UCF Police Department called the statistics "very inac- Department just yet. "UCF
police have been at the properreveal that reported crimes have curate."
"I think it's a really safe ties for just two months," she
increased in nearly all categories for which the department environment," Novak said of the said. "More time is needed to
determine their impact."
communities.
tracks data.
Chancellors Row residents
Novak said the presence of
Sgt. Troy Williamson of the
UCF Police Department said UCF cops has improved safety think the police should do more
that car burglaries have risen at the UCF-affiliated complexes. now to prevent these crimes.
The residents want addisignificantly. 'We've had a lot of "I think UCF's presence has
reduced some things that other- tional security at Pegasus Point
problems with those," he said.
Cmdr. Roland Lacroix of wise would have been done," and a stronger divide between
the Orange County Sheriff's Novak said. "I have noticed a the two neighborhoods. "There
Office agreed that car burglaries large difference in the environ- are obviously more cops over
there," Garcia said. "They
· persist in the UCF area. "I know ment."
Residents of the communi- should do a better job of
that we have experienced problems with car burglaries in east ties also have noticed a differ- patrolling, and possibly patrol
Orange County," Lacroix said. ence since UCF police took over areas that are adjacent to their
'We tried to attack it from a security at the beginning of this complexes."
"Especially now that it's
crime prevention standout." He year, albeit a negative differreasoned that car burglars tar- ence. Despite the presence of school property, there needs to
get the UCF area. "There's a ton more. police, sophomore Jamie be more security," Ashley Ford
of cars in those apartments."
Blume, 20, living in Pegasus said. "The university is pretty
Statistics show that car Point for the second year, feels negligent."
burglaries have increased from uncomfortable there. "There's
Her brother agreed. "I defifive reported in the period of more cops, so I should feel nitely think they need to boost
Jan. 1-Feb. 27 of 2002, to 24 dur- safer," Blume said. "But I still security. I mean, five cars in one
ing the same period of this year. feel unsafe."
night [is ridiculous]," Casey
Likewise, Pegasus Landing Ford said.
Other crimes also have
increased. Residential burgla- resident Jodi Eller, 20, a sophoThe poor state of the fence
ries have risen from one last more who has lived in the com- separating Pegasus Point and
year to eight this year. Auto theft munity for two years, says crime Chancellors Row possibly conis up from two in the first two has risen. ''.Actually, I don't know tributed to the crimes, say the
months of last year to four in the if I feel unsafe, but a lot of stuff victims. Gulick blamed the
first two months of this year.
has gotten stolen,'' Eller said. "I crimes on "the easy accessibiliChristi Hartzler, director of don't think my stuff is safe."
ty." He added, "You hop the fence
"This year I've gotten a lot and you go." Gulick said the
housing and residence life,
acknowledged that car burgla- more [stuff] stolen than last fence belongs to Pegasu~ Pointe.
"At this point, I think the
ries remain a serious conrnrn. year," Eller added.
"The one problem that has been
Blume said that residents responsibility is on Pegasus
frustrating to solve is car break- do not regard the UCF police Pointe," Gulick said. "If nothing
ins," Hartzler said. "It has got- officers like they did Orange else, to see a joint effort
ten better, but there is still a County deputies. She said crime [between Pegasus Pointe and
problem. ·I think having more has increased "because people Chancellors Row] to put a wall
UCF police patrolling the prop- think it's UCF cops instead of · up to deter the crime."
Garcia agreed, "Hopefully
erties might help this problem. Orange County." She added,
We will have to look at the sta- "They don't think UCF cops are we can get a wall put up."
The Chancellors Row victistics over a longer period of as powerful. They don't take
tims believe the burglar or burtime to see how things are them as seriously."
going."
Williamson said the UCF glars came from neighboring
Williamson attributed the Police .Department continues to Pegasus Point. "I'm almost posirise in crime to the growing fight that perception. "[Some tive it's someone in [Pegasus
number of students on campus. students] run around saying, Pointe]," Casey Ford said.
He said the police department 'You're not cops, you're just
Gulick, who works in geothas struggled to keep pace. "We security guards,'" Williamson echnical drilling, discovered his
have 1,600 new residents on said. "You have to explain to truck and his girlfriend's car
campus, for the last year and a them, 'Yes, I am a policeman, broken into Monday morning. "I
half or so," Williamson said. and yes, you are in trouble,' called the cops about 6 o'clock
"That's Academic Village, plus · because these rules do apply."
this morning," Gulick said.
"These students who are
Gulick said Orange County
approximately 3,700 new residents in the apartment complex- living in these two apartment Sheriff_'s deputies arrived shortes, both Pegasus Landing and complexes don't get the message ly after. "They said they thought
Pegasus Point."
that the UCF Police Department [the burglars] came fr~m
Assistant Director of is here," Williamson added.
PLEASE SEE Burglar(s) ON 9
Hartzler said people should
Housing and Residence Life Jeff
FROM PAGE3
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On the books
Outdated laws
remain effective
even though
they're out of
touch with reality
MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF WRITER

Do not sing in a public place
if you're wearing a swimsuit.

•

There will be no farting in public
places after 6 p.m. on
Thursdays. Showering naked is
regarded as a punishable
offense. And under no circumstances will anyone be allowed
to engage in sexual congress
with anyone but their spouse,
an~ only in the missionary position.
Who would make these
kinds of bizarre fules? Is it the
latest cult pf comet watchers
desperately trying to clone a
dead science fiction writer? No,
these are, or once were, enforceable laws in Florida.
University culture has
always made allowances for certain types of lawless behavior,
given that many students are
newly emancipated from their
parents. What most don't know
is that the laws in Florida
attempt to do more than just
curb the yout4ful transgressions
that characterize the college
experience; they aim to outlaw
them completely. And these laws
are still on the books.
Take, for instance, Chapter
798.02 of the.Florida penal code
that outlaws "lewd and lascivious behavior." The law states; in
·part, that "any man and woman,
not being married to each other,
lewdly and lasciviously associate
and cohabit together, or if any
man or woman, married or
unmarried, engages in open and
gross lewdness and lascivious
behavior, they shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor... "
In effect, this law prohibits
people from having any premarital sexual contact, regardless of
whether or not they live together.
"I think Florida would have more
college students in prison than in
college if they enforced that
one," said 20-year-old sophomore Jessica Thomas. "I know
I'd be a repeat offender," she
added.
"I had no idea bedroom legislation like this still existed,"
said junior Andy Boyd, 22.
"Maybe I'll make it onto 'COPS'
after all."
Equally controversial "bedroom legislation" is from
Chapter 800.02, the infamous
law which prohibits "unnatural
acts" with other people. The
phrase "unnatural acts" may
sound quite ambiguous, but
when it was enacted in post
World War I, it had a very defi-

nite purpose.
Historically, this law has
only been applied to homosexual
individuals as a means to prevent them from engaging in sexual relations with same-sex part. ners. The Florida Supreme
Court even went so far as to say
that "death would not be too
extreme a penalty to pay, for
sodomy."
According to that . ancient
court, the only "natural" act was
achieved by a man and a woman
in the "missionary" positions.
Even oral sex between married
couples is punishable under this
law.
While the court has since
relaxed its stance. on capital
punishment for gn.ys, the law
remains on the books, punishable by up to 60 days in jail and
a $500 fine. While no Floridian
has been charged with this misdemeanor since the 1980 passage of Florida's Privacy
Amendment, there was almost a
notable exception for a notable
Floridian.
Only a month before the
2000 presidential election, Jeb
Bush's son John, then 16, was
caught in a situation of possible
"sexual misconduct." The
younger Bush was caught by
Tallahassee mall security having
sex with a bare-to-the-waist 17year-old girl in the back of a Jeep
Cherokee.
The police came and investigated, and despite the fact the
couple was seen from the parking lot by the security guards,
the officer in charge determined
they had not been in public view
while having sex. The news
about the indiscretion, therefore,
didn't surface until much later.
The mistake Bush made was
engaging in such behavior in a
public parking lot, outside the
protection of the Privacy
Amendment.
When religiously motivated
laws aren't nearly backfiring on
future generations of conservatives, Florida has some laws that
even historical context cannot
explain away.
Florida's law books are
filled with archaic and peculiar
references of public flatulence
and the negative effect that
showering naked has on society.
Most of these laws, however,
have since been changed or are
no longer applied.
Some of those laws, for
mostly Unidentified reasons,
have been able to endure. One
such eyebrow raising law details
the exhibition of deformed animals. It states that no one can
charge people to see "any crippled or physically distorted, malformed, or disfigured beast, bird
or animal ... "
At least one student, 19year-old sophomore Brian
Anderson, has reservations with
such a law. "How are handicapped dogs and cats supposed
to make a living?" he asked.
"This is blatant discrimination."

Rico Heagle
U.S. Marine
Supporling our country
Friends can send letters to:
Heagle, Rico L LCPL (USMC)
H&S Co 6MTBN (Comm)
UIC42404
FPO-AP 96426-2404

·u is easy to achieve a winning smile,
whether for self-confidence or presenting
a better image. We now have many
options available to improve your

Whitening
Tooth-colored fillings
Veneers
Bonding
Crowns

smiJe-let us find the best one for you!

CALL NOW!!
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1-800-NEW DENTIST •I ----$40 I
Waterford Lakes Dental
I
316 N. Alofoyo Trait Suite 701

Southern Oaks Dental
2868 Osceola Ave.

Dr. Charles Arias,
0.0.S.

I
I

OFF

on any dental procedures
for new patients!
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ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES FOR
TEST PREPARATION

GRE Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research. Pavilion: March ?5 - May 13
UCF Brevard: March 25 - May 13
UCF Research Pavilion: March 27 - May 15

GMAT Test Preparation co-urse
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

UCF Research Pavilion: March 24 - May 12
UCF Research Pavilion: March 26 - May 14

LSAT Test Preparation Course
4-week Test Review Course - $299
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: May 13 - June 3

Math Review for Standardized Tests (New!)

6-week Test Review Course - $299*
6

I
I

p.m. to 9 p.m.

UCF Main Campus: March 24 - April 28
*$199 for those enrolled in concurrent test prep classes

To register, visit our w_ebsite at www.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.
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PrO~choice

activists
address plight.of
abortion rights
As President Bush vows to put pro-life
justices in Supreme Court seats,
women's rights activists scramble to
filibuster oppo'!ents in Senate

began lobbying for pro-choice
STAFFWRITER
. policies in 1970. "The lawmak. ers in Washington need to hear
· · For the past 30 years since, from those whose lives will be
the landmark Roe vs. Wade forever changed by the deci- .
Supreme Courj; case that legal- · sions they make."
ized abortion 'in the .United .
The former president - of
States, the decision has seen its the National Organization for ·
share of modificatio:ns basedpn Women said that while there is
individual states' rulings.
· no way-to guess which Supreme
From placing a 24-hour - Court Justices could relinquish
waiting period on abortion pro- their pof;itions, thejr main goal
cedures, to requiring parental is to ensure that the governconsent, and the latest decision, ment appoints a justice who
to ban partial-birth abortions, supports a wom~'s rights to
the abortion.Jssue continues to ·choose.
stir unrest among lawmakers,
"Senators must put the
rights and the lives of women
citizens and activists.
While these fringe restric- over other issues in confirming
tions prohibit unlimited access justices, [and] a nominee
to abortion, many pro-abortion should be confirmed for the
activists believe that women's U.S. Supreme Court only if he
reproductive rights now face or she is committed to supportthe 'biggest threat as President ing basic constitutional princiBush has promised to place pies," she said
anti-abortion justices into
President Bush's antiSupreme Court seats as they. abortion justice appointment"
open up.
•
would tip the existing 5 · to 4
· Eleanor . Smeal, president margip that favors abortion
of the · Feminist Majority rights and could ultimately
Foundation, spoke with UCF appoint justices that cowd overstudents We.dnesday about the turn eXisting abortion rights for ·
plight of abortion rights and women.
what students can do to _help
'We cannot afford to wait ·
women retain j heir reproduc- ..until a resignation is made and
tive rights.
a nomination is announced,"
· ''Young women ·especially she said. 'We must start now."
must stand µp and take action
Responding to this threat,
to ensure that they have the the FMF has launched a "Never
right to make .decisions about Go Back" campaign that-·alerts
their own bodfes," .said the
·
· ·
women's rights activist who
ELEASE SEE Fringe ON 9

What Are Yo~ DoingJhis Summ.er?

LISA MARIE HOTTLE

While you are home over summer break, you can continue your classes at -FAU. The credits are
fran-sferabl~ and this is a convenient way to satisfy the state requirement of nine summer hours.:
With campuses stretching from Port St. Lucie to Dania Beach, it is easy for you to attend classes.
Day and evening courses help you tailor a program to.fit your summer schedule. -

FAU SUMMER TERMS: MAY 12-JUNE 23 ·MAY 12-AUG 8 ·JUNE 26-AUG 8

FAU It's All-About You!
Information available at

WWl'V.fau.edu/summerschool
or call

800.299.4FAU
BOCA RATON • FORT LAUDERDALE • DAVIE • DANIA BEACH • JUPITER • PORT ST. LUCIE

now OPEn·1n ORLnn·oo1
Waterford lakes• 330 nORTH fllflfflYfl lRHll

(407] 382-1506
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Wild mak~-out session
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WIRELESS~.~l·,
\~~ _.. , .

ATLANTA BUAD COMPANY.
INVITES YOU TO ~OME ENJOY
THE FRESH NEW TASTE OF
_FABULOUS BREADS, SANDWICHES,
SOUPS, SALADS.~ .
. PREPARED FRESH FOR YOU EVERYDAY

FRIE
.
HAlF .

·------------------------------~

SOUP SALAD

FREI
SHORT
COffEE

WITH ANY SANDWICH PURCHASE

WITH ANY BAKERY PURCHASE

BOWl OF

:QR

·:I
I

i

ATLANTA BBEAD
'"''f;COMPANY.
..

Y'.'W'~""'"'•'••_,.,... ~Al((~¥

·~·~·--'"'"'"W.h ~·._,_,,,.,.,_

Now Open in Orlando

330 North Alafaya Trail
: Not valid with any other offer. Limit One Coupon per

l_~~~.:~~~~-a~~~~~~~~~:_~a~~n_o~!·_

ATLANTA BREAD COMPANY.

,,.,.

.,,.,,. ....-~,_...

OAK~~'f ( l\;:;E ~··-.....;w.,...,."' ... .,.,,.,~

Now Open in Orlando
330 North Alofoyo Trail
Not valid with ony other offer. Limit One Coupon per
person. Offer good at Wate~ord Lake Location only.

~------------------------------
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Fringe.restrictions
prohibit unlitriited
access.to aborti<>ri
I do is talk at the community
and national level about the
abortio;n rights supporters experience of women at the
·
'
about the threatened Roe vs. clinic."
Wade decision and develops-a
Sobieski said tl;tat without network that will mobilize to h~r services, .any talk on abor~
keep the decision in place.
tion rights would be useless.
FMF has found the most "When .my doctor and staff
effective strategy of ensuring . show up and we do·an abortion,
that abortion rights advocates ifs the r~ality of choice," she
take seats in the highest courl· said. ·
· is through a "Save .Roe" ·filiBut prohibiting abortion is
buster. Only 41 senators are just a small faction of a larger
needed to sustain a filibuster to issue.
block any noniinee of the .
Smeal said if the Roe vs ..
President that is not in favor of Wade decision is overturned,
upholding Roe vs. Wade. During the rate of .''.back-alley abora filibuster, senators prolong , tions" will increase for the 1.4
debate and·refuse .to vote, effec- million women in the United
tively defeating the nommee. States who decide to have abor~
. Smeal says there are currently · tions.
· 44 senators who have-agreed to
. _Thirty · years ago, 1.2 mil-=filibuster.
lion women resorted to illegal
"Some people think it is abortions annually; botched
oostructionist to filibuster," she illegal abortions caused as
said. "I think we're fighjing for many as 5,000 .deaths a year,
women's lives."
according to NARAL ProTarnJ:hy Sobieski, President Choice America.
of WomanCare Centers of
overturning Roe v. Wade
Florida that performs first and will also inhibit sex education,
second trimester abortions access to contraceptives,
locally; · said that by the time including the "Morning After
women reach the age of 45, . Pill," and ultimately will hinder
. almost 50 percent have had the process of gaining reproabortions.
ductive rights for women in
"No woman walks into my Muslim cotintries, Smeal said.
clinic saying 'I want to exerci~e
"People need to underrny · Constitutional right to ap. stand the interlinking issues,"
abortion,"' Sobieski said. "What she s~d.

.

.

.

6ame face and determination ·

·FROM PAGE 8

Burglar (s) .targeted
unlocked vehicles
FROM I,>AGE 6

[Pegasus Pointe]," Gulick said.
Car burgia:rs have regularly struck Chancellors Row;
· Gulick said. "This' is the second
time this has happened since I
lived here." He's lived iri. the
s~ce
midneighborho.od
November. _
Mason, who has lived in
Chan<1ellors Row · for a while,
said the problems began only
. recently. "I've lived here five
years," she said. "The nroblems
have started, the past few
months ... since November.'~
·
The crimes. have proven
' costly to th.,e residents. "They've
stolen a good $1,500 from my
car," Mason said.
Ashley Ford suffered serious dam.age to her car. The car
burgiar(s) stole her car ster~o
and destroyed her dashboard'in
the .Process. An initial estimate

indicated that ·she would need a
completely new dashboard.
Her victimiz'ation hurt her
wallet and her sense of security.
· "I always assumed this was a
· safe neighborhood," she said.
· However, she added, "My car
will not be here a·s much-as possible, my doors will always be ·
,locked." _
Three of the victims,
including the Fords and Mason,
a bartender, did not lock their
doors. "This time they went for
unlocked cars," Mason said.
Williamson .and Lacroix
. stressed that the public should
always lock their car doors and ;
not leave valuable items in plain
,_ sight..
Gulick said the police need
to do more to prevent crimes
such as these from happening.
''All the police are doing is walk. ing one step behind the criminals: ,,.

'STOP PAYING RENT
r

4 Bedroom/ sBath/ Luge Eat-in Kitchen/ Separate Living & Family .
Rooms/ 2 Car Garage/ In-groµnd Spa w /view of Conservation/

Super-sized Screen Patio/Less

~han 5

minutes to UCF ·

INVES'l' YOUH

MONEY IN
REAL ESTATE!

·Karyn Sokolowski
Watson Realty Corp.
(407) 9il-702~

JUm: HAruli!R.s I CFF

Members of Pi Beta Phi sorority, with mafe stand-ins, dig their heels into the sand at a tug-of-war contest Sunday, one of many
events scheduled at Lake Claire during Greek Week.
·

OUR STANCE:
.

.

Good-neighbor policy _
requires policing
The UCF Police Department, for its part,
eported crimes to the UCF Police ,
has dr~wn criticism from residents in Pegasus
Department have risen dramatically
Point and Pegasus Landing for enforcing, persince the -department took over the
haps too aggressively, traffic laws such as
College Park properties. So far, the
department has not been able to curb the rise of speeding and failure to make complete stops.
Perhaps the police should focus more on
crimes such as car burglaries and residential
patrolling the communities, particularly late at
burglaries, and the crime has spread beyond
night and on weekends, instead of worrying
_ I?egasus Point and Pegasus Landing.
about minor traffic infractions. As great a revThe car burglaries in Chancellors Row
show that UCF crimes have spread to affect
enue stream as citations for traffic violations
non-student neighborhoods. While such burglamay provide, citations do little to serve and prories may be difficult to prevent, and determined tect.
The UCF Police Department needs to beef
car burglars often succeed, burglaries in
Chancellors Row could continue to occur unless up its crime prevention tactics to ease the
Pegasus Point and the UCF Police Department
minds of residents in neighboring communities.
take immediate action.
By adding these communities, UCF took on -~
The fence separating Pegasus Point from
great responsibility. It needs to keep these communities safe, not only for the students who live
Chancellors Row badly needs to be repaired, if
· not completely replaced with a more permanent there and do not like worrying about rising burglary rates, but also for the residents of non-stu. wall. The chain-link fence, originally put in
place when Pegasus Point was built, droops
dent neighborhoods such as Chancellors Row.
very low in some parts and provides easy
UCF needs to act as a good neighbor and
do its part to promote safety and security. If that
access to anyone who wants to jump it.
As the fence belongs to Pegasus Point,
means more police patrolling the College Park
responsibility for fixing or replacing it falls
communities, then UCF needs to expand the
upon the complex. The property manager
police department. UCF should do all it can to
make all its properties, both on- and off-campus,
should immediately fix the fence to keep
unwanted people out of Chancellors Row.
. as safe as possible.

R

OUR STANCE:

Have fun, but
use head on holiday
A

s students go off to exotic locales, or .stay in Orlando, for Spring Break, they
should remember the lessons of so
. many foolish Spring Breakers of years
past.
.
Yes, drinking alcohol can provide you with
much fun and good times, but remember if you ·
drink, to do so in moderation. Just about every
year, college students die_ during Spring Break,
and usually alcohol plays a factor in the deaths.
Do not let yourself fall prey to the alcohol
trap. No one wants to spend Spring Break in a
hospital recovering from alcohol poisoning or .
an injury sustained while jumping off abalcony
or doing something else stupid.
Alcohol consumption may lead some of you
into compromising situations. If you find your'self in such a situation, proteot yourself. You
want the memories to last, but a lingering sexually transmitted disease you do not want.
Do not go out by yourself, especially if you
have been drinking. You may find yourself in a
place you do not want to be.
If you have not reached the magical age of
21, you probably should not drink; bqt you

probably will anyway. If you drink, be wary.
Law enforcement officers will seek out underage drinkers. An arrest wouRl certainly put a
damper on your Spring Break plans.
Along the same lines, remember to treat
the police officers you encounter with respect
and civility. Do not taunt, harass or provoke
them. They do not want to ruin your good time,
but they can do so·very easily if you give them
reason to.
For the young women heading off to have
fun somewhere, keep in mind that law enforcement officials will crack down on flashing this
year. In light of the ubiquitous camcorders at
Spring Break locales, if you flash, you likely
will end up on tape somewhere. You certainly
do not want your bare breasts and visage to
show up on some Web site someday. If you feel
the overwhelming desire to flash, consider
yourself warned.
Spring Break_is a time-honored college tradition. You have earned this break. Enjoy it in a
somewhat responsible manner. Try to stay
sober enough to remember all the fun you're
h::tv:fng. Have a good t~nie, but use your head.

"What we become depends on what we read after all the
professors have finished with us. The greatest university ·of
all is a collection of books."
- THUMA$ C~RlYLE

Poll percentages misrepresent Amerkail sentiment
It's sad to see a poll was used to support a
position without truly examining the poll's actual
results regarding a recent letter by Jeff Brewer titled.
"Anti-war protests a minority opinion," published
March 10.
·
·
. In it. the writer stated that "scientific polls ...
indicate that the majority of Americans _,_ on the
order of 60 to 70 percent - support military action
to disarm Saddam Hussein." And in fact this is true.
but only to an extent. Let's dig a little deeper into
such a poll - we'll use the Zogby poll of March 5-7
(www.zogby.com/news/Read-News.dbm?ID=682).
Yes. almost 60 percent of Americans do in fact
support war against Iraq, but only 53 percent support it if it involves sending in hundreds of thousands of U.S. ground troops. OK, still a majority. But
what if there were American casualties? Then support drops to 49 percent if there were hundreds of

casualties or 44 percent if there \\ffe thousands of
casualties.
· What about Iraqi civilian casualties? Now
we're at 43 percent in support And if the United
States proceeds without "significant U.N. or intema- ~
tional support. still only 49 percent of Americans are
behind a war with Iraq. I learned that 51 percent
constituted a majority.
Before people launch into ad hominem
attacks against a "fringe, left-wing elemenf blah,
blah. blah. they shou Id double-check their facts. My
guess is the writer also believes, despite all evidence
to the contrary. that Saddam Hussein had something to do with Sept. 11.. After all, 45 percent of
Americans believe it. You can find that on question
38.
.

·-STEVEN MffOIHl

Send your letter
Don't agree with something you've·
read in .The Future? Let us know.
Submit your letters at www.UCFfuture.com
or e-mail editor@ucffuture.com

Corrections
In Krista Zilizi's story, "SAE president arrested for house party.~' published March 6, the fraternity
president was misidentified. His name is Richard Frucci, not Robert Frucci.

~arch
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.i fvotes don't tally
your way, ~ calla redo
ning against Bill McBride for·

INSIPID THOUGHTS

governor, and he still opposes
tl)e amendment.
With a tight budget ahead
of him, Jeb feels it will make his
time in, office this term very difficult, and on top of that he doesn't want to piss off Florida voters by increasing taxes because
these are the peqple he will
ADAM SHIVER
count on to vote for him when
. STAFF WRlTER
he runs for president.
So the governor told the
"Redo," I used to yell in
voters of Florida that he wants
fifth grade as the kickball went
a revote on the class size
·flying out of bounds ..
amendment. Jeb let us all know
- It was the magic phrase
that he·feels we were not eduthat could reverse any decision
cated enough to vote on the
and essentially give you your
amendment and,that he should
way. You could set things
re-educate us,.to his line of rea-straight and make-tb.em the way . soning, and then we should vote ·
you had intended from the
all over again. ·
begimllng.
Jeb is like the child who
Our governor, Jeb Bush, is
just cari't live with the fact that
famili[;U' with this magic word as not everything can always go
well. I can see it now, Little Jeb
the way he wishes . .
and his big brother George out
So, now little Jeb is throw. playing hopscotch on the playing a tantrum trying to put
ground. Jeb throws oufhis
things his way. But I say if the
stone and notices it heading
governor gets a redo·on the
toward the most difficult square Class size amendment, many
and yells at th~ top of his lungs:
·other state policies and deci"REDO!"
sions deserve revotes as well.
I can see it so clearly
First and foremostr I am
because that is almost exactly
sure Bill McBride would like a
- what he has been s!iouting in
redo on the gubernatorial electhe-face Qf F1orida voters.
tion. What if he tW.nks that the
He didn't like the class size public didn't understand the
amendment when he was rundevious plans that Jeb had in

store for them and the class size
amendment? I think that
deserves a redo.
How about Pete Barr? I ·am
. sure he'd like a redo iii the
recent mayoral 'race. He would
probably like to go back and
prove to the public that he isn't
a racist, even though he routinely let racial slurs slip. I disagree
with thiS redo myself, but then
again, everyone should have
equal opportunities, right?_..
. And how about former Vice
President Al Gore? You know he
would be in favor of a redo of
the 2000 presidential election in
which Jeb 1s brother, George W
Bush, won. He, I am sure, would
like to inform the South Florida
voters on how to correctly mark
a ballot.
' It is an idiotic thing to tell
the voters that they were indeed
too stupid to choose what they
thought best for the children of
Florida. They voted as they saw
..fit, ai:td that is all there is to it.
Leave it be, Jeb, and stop
insulting those who live and vote
in your state. Instead, if you
want to be known as the educa- ·
tion governor, put your efforts
into trYlng to reshape and
improve our educational system.

DISTANCE
EDUCATION

Columnist Adam Shiver can be
reached at adam@ucffuture.com

.

.

-Devil lives down in Hollywood
KEVIN

O'

GRATTAN

STAFF WRITER

-. Charlie Daniels issued an
-open letter to Hollywood last
· -w~ek fo let them know how a
vast majority of Americans
really feel regarding a war with
Iraq.
·
While the media has decided to cover pompous
Hollywood types taking to the ·
streets in protest, the fact is
- most Americans support the
liberation of the Iraqi people
from its tyrannical dictator- ·
ship.
I, for one, am giad to see a
member of the entertainment
iridustry expressing his personal disgust for the-people in
Hollywood and acknowledging
the need to go to war with Iraq.
I'm sure the left's response
to this wijl just be- to call
Charlie Daniels a brain-dead
redneck. Name-calling seems
always to be their fallback
defense. But, when America
was attacked on her own soil,
guess ·what kind of people went
out to defend .this great land?
And who will stand up and
fight for the freedoms niost of
ui;; take for granted? ·

•

Americans s4,ould stand up
It's people like Charlie
and be heard. I think writing
.Daniels; not the many
Hollywood celebrities who have letters to these actors and
actresses would be.in order.
decided to openly den:ounGe
The American public
our country.
should remind those in the
While I agree with these
celebrities that war is a terrible entertainment industry that
their life of luxury is dependent
. thing and should only be used
on the average American going
as a last resort, war is part of
to see their movies and buying
human history and there come
their albums. Perhaps they
times when force.is the only
have forgotten this fact.
option to ensure peace.
I don't know about everyHollywood-types who
one else, but I decided long ago
oppose this war should take
never to align my moral com-'
some time to read a history
pass with anyone from the
book and learn something.
Dictators like Saddam Hussein entertainment industry - an
and Hitler cannot be appeased. industry notorious for employing convicts a~d drug abusers,
Their "hunger" for conquest
and portraying violence and
will never be satisfied.
Furthermore, I think any- · sexual promiscuity as social
norms.
one who is a human shield for
Hollywobd can stick to
nations like Iraq should also be
playing pretend, while the rest
tried for treason. They are
directly aiding and abettiug an . of us live in the real world
where real problems need real . ·
oppressive dictator.
solutions, not arrog"RD.t rants
Ill his letter to Hollywood,
from ignor1¥1t people.
Charlie Daniels says he will
Daniels summed it up
boycott the movies of actors
most appropriately in his letwho oppose ·a n -Iraqi war and
ter: "You people need to get out
will stop going to the movies
of Hollywood once in a :while
altogether if need be.
and get out into the real world.
I think this is a lofty cause
that all Americans can take up, Yoµ'd be surprised at the hos- ·tility you would find out here."
and perhaps_take a bit 'further.

flor~@~fi!?.!~rk ~
Waterford Lakes

"A Full Service Florist"

150/o Discount with UCf
· Student or Faculty ID!

14 Y.EARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road 10069 University Blvd.
71 i N. Alafaya Trail
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

Orlando, FL 32817
Phon~ 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827~ 1097

Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 40~-281.-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

We ·service t.o ALL parts of t~e
country! uSame Day Delivery'

1

Wire service ~r Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Job Splash
Saturday; March 22, 2003
9am to 3pm
Enter through main gate and · ·
follow parking to
·
Ports of Call banquet facility

• Food Service
• Merchandise
• Operations
about when you work at
SeaWorld Adventure Park/
We're seeking friendly
psop/1 who take pride In
their job$ to Join our 1xcltlno
new Waterfront area' billlling 111port-th1m1d
vl/1111 llalurlng colorful
lllS~dants, not/1 m1rchanll,
and world trarel11Sopenin1 In May 2003. Find
out how you can b1 apatfo.t
this fun, upbeat atma1ph11r1
when you visit our:

(Weekday and weekend
availability required).

• S~asonal and part-time
opportunities

• Highest starting·wage for
them_e parks in Orlando
• Benefits available . _
•Free tickets to SeaWorld
and Busch Gardens for

friends and family

~

Can't make it to our Job
Splash? Then apply in person,
Monday-Friday, from 9am to
4:30pm or call 407-370-1JOB,
Where Adv~nture is 1JOB
Away! An equal opportunity
employer. M/F/DN .

ADVENTURE PARKS

www.seaworlcf.com

SeaWorld.

Pitching staff
comes through
for three wins
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The UCFpitchingstaff's 28imrlng sooreless streak came to
an end Tuesday night against
Toledo, but the Knights held on
for a 4-3 win in front of 1,007 at
Jay Bergman Field The Knights
recorded back-t(}-back shutouts
against Pace on Sunday and
Monday. UCF improved to 12-5
with the three wins.
UCF jumped out to a 40
lead against Toledo behind
freshman Mike Billek, who made
his first career st.art. The rigbthander threw five scoreless
inning'S before the Rockets
loaded the bases on three singles
to start the sixth. A fourth single
soored one run and 'Ibledo cut
the lead in half on a wild pitch by
Billek The freshman got out of
the jam though, retiring the next
three batters.
The Knights appeared to
take a 6-2 lead in the bottom of
the seventh when P.J. Lehmann
hit a tw(}-run single to center
field But after an 11-minute
delay, the umpires ruled the
Knights batted out of order and
the runs were taken off the
board and Lehmann was ruled
out.
The Rockets threatened
again in the eighth as freshman
reliever Ryan Ramsey gut him-

self into a jam. With runners at
second and third and only one
out, UCF Coach Jay Bergma.Il
brought in freshman closer Kyle
Bono. 'Ibledo added a run on a
groundout, but Bono got the next
batter to fly out to center to end
the threat.
Billek earned his first win
after giving up two runs on seven
hits, while striking out five.
Bono's r 2'3 perfect innings garnered the freshman his first
save. David Mann and Ryan
Bear each had two hits for the
Knights and Jon Cooper, who is
filling in for an injured Matt Fbx
at shortstop, had two RBis.
Sophomore Dee Brown extended .his hitting streak to eight
games. But 'Ibledo out hit the
Knights 8-7.
"[Our offense was] good
enough to win," Bergman said.
''All you've got to do is get one
more run than them. We've got to
do a little better though."
Sophomore Clay Timpner
provided all the offense the
Knights would need against
Pace. UCF's center fielder provided an offensive SUrgB to lead
the Knights over Pace, 3-0,
Sunday and again Monday night,
7-0. It was the first time since the
1997 season the Knights have
recorded back-t(}-back shutouts.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON 13

The top-seeded women's basketball team looks
for its first tournament c~ampionship since 1999
ADAM RosCHE

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Wm the regular season title, win the conference tournament.
All season long Gail Striegier, head coach
of the UCF women's basketball team, has laid
out these two goals for her team to reach.
Saturday they achieved the first, winning the
Atlantic Sun regular season championship
with a 13-3 conference record.
Tonight at 7 p.m. the Golden Knights, 1710 overall, will begin the pursuit of that second
goal. Over the next three days the UCF Arena

will play host to the 2003 A-Sun Women's
Basketball Championship, and the home team
goes in with every conceivable edge: homecourt advantage, the top seed, the best record
in the conference, the momentum of winning
seven of their last eight games and all the confidence that goes with these factors.
"Playing in front of all of our people and
playing at home, I think it gives us a good
advantage," senior forward Erin Paige said. "If
we come in focused I think.we have a very good
shot at winning."
PLEASE SEE

Women

ON 14

I CFF

Senior Von David Stertzbach threw five innings of no-hit ball in the win over Pace.

Track and field team shines
at its first outdoor meet
]ON SCROGGINS
STAFF WRITER

On a daywhen the UCF women's track team placed someone
in the top tier of nearly every event, Kelly Roloff was everywhere.

The senior eompeted in six events in Saturday's UCF Invitational.
She finished second place in the high jump, second in the long
jump and fourth in the 100-meter hurdles. Then for good measure, she ran the final leg of one of the fastest 4x400 meter relays ·
in school history. Roloff, fellow senior Dashieka Ruffin, junior
Emily Pugh and freshman Astrid Claessens finished in 3:51.90 six-hundredths of a second behind the winning team from
Florida Atlantic.
Coach Marcia Mansur-Wentworth said she expected the
PLEASE SEE
PHOTOS

& ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM SHIVER I CFF
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UCF plays 8 games in 7 days,this week
FROM PAGE

12

Tiilpner went four-for-six with tlITee
runs scored, three RBis and six stolen
bases in the two wins. His performance
Monday moved him into first on the team
with a .381 batting average. ·
''I've been seeing the ball well and
feeling pretty~" Timpner said.
Pitcher Von David Stertzbach was
almost perfect for the.Knights in Monday
night's Win. The senior threw five innings
of no-hit ball, with a second inning walk
ruining his quest for perfection. He may
have been able to go the distance, but the
coacbing staff had·Stertzbach on a pitch
countof50sohewouldbereadyforarelief
appearance this weekend agrimst conference opponent Georgia-State.
"I know what's best for the team is I
need to throw this. weekend, but .at the
same time I think that this outing could
. have been a special-one," Stertzbach said
The coaches only expected
Stertzbach to throw four innillgs, but .he
was efficient, needing just 58 pitches to
retire the minimum 15 batters_in five. The
batter he walked was picked off attempting to Steal second
'"[Stertzbach was] outstanding.
CompletelyinoontroL" Bergman said
Pace started things off right, as
starter Jim Smith retired the side in the
first inning. But in the second ~
Blaine Schulte walked and advanced to
third when Bear reached on an overthrow
by the third baseman. Bro:wn singled to
third to score Schulte for a 1-0 UCF lead
The Knigi;l.t,s went up 2-0 in the bottom of the third when Cooper led off ~e
inningwith a walk. He advanced to second
when Lehmann grounded out to s~ortstop.
Timpner got his .first hit and RBI of the

night when he singled through the right gied to left. Timpner·s· fifth-inning single
side, scoring Cooper. The Knights added scored Cooper, who walked. ·
another run in the third after· Bear hit a
The two games against Pace and one
triple off the right-field wall and scored on against 'lbledo kicked off a week wh~re
a sacrifice fly by Brown.
UCF will play eight games in seven days.
UCF tacked on three more runs in the The Knights play a ·double-header against
fifth and one in the eighth for the final Pace starting at 6 p.m. ,, tonight ·before
score. Rob Braleski relieved Stertzbach in beginning their conference schedule this
the six. and threw three innings of relief, weekend Junior Burt Clark will start the
striking out a career-high six ·batters. first game of tonight's double-header and
Andrew Daly struck out the side in the senior David Turres Will start the second
ninth. Stertzbach improved to 1-1 on the The start will be Clark's first action on the
year.
mound this season. The lefty has seen time . .
· Because UCF's weekend series at designated hitt~r and first base. Last
against Mercer was rained out lastweek.- season Clark was 3-3 with a 5.03 ERA in end, Bergman threw his three weekend eight starts. Turres has pitched' twice this- ·starters for three innings apiece in season. He's thrown 1113 inning, giving up
Sunday's game against Pace. Mark two hits and one earned run for a 6.75
Michael earned the win after throwing the ERA.
first three and Taylor Cobb earned his first
UCF was supposed to start Atlantic
collegiate save for throwing the final three. Sun Conference play last weekend with a
Lincoln Millcks gave up just one hit and series at Mercer, but it was cancelled
struck out six in the middle three innings. because of rain. The Killghts play Georgia
The three pitchers combined for a two-hit- State at 7 p.m. Friday and the teams will
ter with 13 strikeouts.
play a double-header Saturday beginning
The Knights registered only four hits at 1 p.m. UCF will save its regular starters
of their own, but their three runs were all for Georgia State with MichaeL Cobb and
the pitching staff needed.
·
Mincks getting the nod Friday and
"The pitchers held us together and Saturday. Stertzbach will be in the bullpen
· that's .what they're supposed to do," for the weekend
· -Berginan said ''That's their job."
·
''They like me out of the pen because
Timpner had two of UCF's four hits, I did it last year and I was pretty effective
including an RBI-single in the fifth inning. doing it," Stertzbach said "Going into our
·The Knights took an early 2-0 lead in the first conference seri~s. they figured that
first inning.
we would try to put our best guns forMann scored UCF's first run after ward."
getting hif by a pitch. Nathan Kragt
Stertzbach was 7-0 in long relief laSt
advanced him to second with a sacrifice · season, finishing ninth in the nation with a
bunt. Timpner also got hit by a pitch and 1.81 ERA. The Knights are going to use
he and Mann ~uted a double steal to MiChael (3-0), Mincks (3-1), Cobb (2-0) and
ADAM SHJVER I CFF .
move into scoring position for Wallace. Stertzbach (1-1) as rotating weekend Senior Mark Michaei earned·his third win after pitching the first three
Wallace grounded out to second, scoring starters, with one coming out of the innings of Sunday night's 3-0 win over.Pace. He C:om~ined with Lincoln
Mann and TI,mpner scored when Bear sin- bullpen each week .
Mincks and Taylor Cobb to throw-a two-hitter with 13 strikeouts.
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Women play Calllpb-ell in first -roUnd
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· The tournament field consists
of the top four teams from the con'"
ference's two divisions: North and
South. 'Ille top seed from each divisioh plays the fourth seed from the
.other division, and likewise the two
second seeds .play the correspon.ding third seed from the opposite
division.
·
As the number one.seed from
the South, UCF draws Campbell (9. 18, 5-11), the North's fourth seed, in
tonight's first round. A month ago
at the UCF Arena, the Golden
Knights defeated the Lady Camels
83-77 in their only meeting of the
se8$on. ·
· "They played us a good game
last time,'' Striegier said. "They're
a good team. We don't have an e3$Y
side of the bracket."
Despite the loss, it represented Campbell's second highest scoring game of the year. Junior forward Kristal Troy; who l~ads the
Lady Camels in -both scoring. (11.8
per game) and rebounding (7.8 per
game), got 13 and .seven in that
• game, but what really hurt UCF
· was some surprising help from seldom-used l'eserves.
Kendra Damman, a sophomore guard, scored a career-high
· 21 points to go along With five
rebounds .and three steals ~ 23
minutes. She.. averaged just 2.7
· points and 7.5 minutes per game
on the year. They also got a big
game out of fellow sophomore
guard Kristin Vuckovich, Who had
a career-high 19 points, well above
her average of 5.4.
'We're going to do everything
we ~sually do,'.' Paige said. "Play
hard defense, try .. to keep them

Center.
Belmont's
Aquinas
under 60 poi:rits, run the floor, get ,
Conversely, they lost. both games
up and down, rebolln.d"'
they played against Troy State this
UCF will have to. do a -better
season, including' a 88-70 loss-at
job of guarding the three-point line
Troy State two weeks ago. Still,
in the second match-up, as they
Striegter said it doesn't matter.
allowed Campbell to shoot 50 per- ·
''When you get to the tourna-cent from beyond the arc last
. ment, you have to beat everybody
. month. The Knights shot 54 perthat's in your way," Striegier said;
cent from that area themselves, a
"I thlnk we would meet- up with
big reason 'why they pulled out a, ·
Trby at some point in·time. Would I
· victory. Guards Jessica Scala and
prefer for it to be in the champiCeleste Hudson had three·3-pointonship game? Yes I would, but it
ers ·apiece.
doesn't matter )Vb.en we play them
·The UCF-Campbell gaine will
because to win the championship
be the third of the day, as the touryou have to play them." ·
nament opens up .with a contest
Regardless of whom they face, ii
·between F1orida Atlantic (second
great pressure will follow the
seed in South, - 14-13, 12-4) and
Knights. With so many . things
Jacksonville State (third seed in
going for them,_anything slibrt of
North, 14-13, 8-8) at) p.m. Georgia
winning this weekend and making
State (first seed in North, 17-10, 12- ·
the NCAA Tournament would be
4) and Mercer (fourth seed in .
considered .. a disappointment.
South, .J2-15, 10-6) 'follows thirty
Fortunately they have a strong vet- ~
filinutes .after.
eran core with the likes of Scala
"I expect it to be a great basand Paige that can handle-this time
ketball tournament," Striegler
of year and help impart wisdom on
said. "You want to see some good
key freshmen such as Hudson and
basketball, you · should show up
starting point guard Shayla Smith.
here because all the games are
"[The freshman] have to realgoing to be close games."
_
ly stay focused," Paige said. "It's
But the game with the most ·
serious, you can't even d(:lscribe it
. potential to immediately impact
the Knights will be the one that
rightno~"
>
Last Saturday · the Knights
takes place a half-hour after their
stood at half-court wearing T-shirts
own. That game pits the North's
to celebrate attaining ·one goal. A
second seed,· Belmont (18-9, 9-7),
week later they hope' they'll stand·
against the South's third seed,
.there again, ·celebrating the comTroy State (16-11, 11-~).
The winner of that game will
pletion of anothei;..
_ "This is what 'the season is all
take on the winner of the UCFabout," Striegier said. ''You play all
Campbell game in a semi-final
Friday. Assuming the Knights take
year long to get the conference
care of b.usiness against an inferior
tournament championship. I thlnk
.that's absolutely the hardest thing _
Campbell team, conventional wisdoms would indicate they're better
fo get. As long as we come out and
off facing Belmcint. They defeated
ADAM SHIVER / cFF
play; we can play with anybody in
Point guard Shayla Smith earned a spot on the Atlantic Sun All-Freshmen team.
·
the conference. Ani:l. win·it."
~e Bruins 71-65 in January at

Track team .competes •·
at Disney this weekend
was alsu impressed with the running of freshman Andrea ·:Morrow,
relay_team would run well, and who, in her first time ever running
now expects ·them to establish a the 3,000-meter steeplechase, set a
new school record soon: She also school record .in the event with a
praised Roloff.
time of i1:46.02. And Morrow
"That was her sixth event of might just set another record. the day," Mansur-Wentworth said,.
"She could put a scare into
'We were in fourth place when·-she the NCAA regional mark. She ·
·got it, and she passed two girls to looked so easy running it, and I
take second. And she was right think she had a lot of fun with it,"
there with the girl from F1Qrida -Mansur-Wentworth said.
""
Atlantic in the end." .
In otner distance events, sen- .Mansur-Wentworth also said ior Sonja Shedden won the 5,000
she's iooking for Roloff to register ·meters ill 18:23.02, andjunior Sara
a NCAA-qualifying mark in the . Dillman took second in the 3,000
heptathlon in two weeks. As a.jun-. meters with a time of 10:S5.26.
ior last season, Roloff scored '4, 735 ·
·Claessens and sophomore
points ih the event. According to Valery Martinez took· second and
her coach, she has - definitely . fourth, respectively, in t,he 800
improved enough to make up the meters. Junior Emily Pugh and .265 additional points she'll need to . sophomore Melody Parry took
qualify.
third and fourth, respectively; in
·
"She's so much better this the 400-rrieter hurdles.
season in the 100 [meter] hurdles ·
UCF also plaCed wen ·in the
and the two throwing events. She throws, led by sophomore Liz
had never hurdled until last year, Jovanvski' s third place finish in
and now she's starting to loQk like the.hanimer throw, with a mark of
a hurdler. She's worked really hard 43. 75. Senior Elese Wtlcox took
and made remarkable progress," fourth in the shot put by heaving it
Mansur-Wentworth said.
12.16 meters, barely besting teamIn the high jlfil'.lp, the only mate Rian Thom~· mar,k of 11.89
competitor that beat Roloff was meters.
Freshman · Michelle
her teammate, sophomore Ann Olandese took third in the discus _
Larsen, who set a stadium record with a- distance of 40.06 meters,
and qualified for the NCAAs with a and was followed closely in the
jump of 1. 70 meters. Mansur- · standings by Jovanvski, Thomas
Wentworth said she was pleased and Wilcox, who took fourth, fifth
that Larsen got .her go.al of qualify- and sixth respectively.
ing out of t:be way, ·and expected
The team's next competition
her to continue to improve as the · comes Friday and Saturday in
s·e ason goes on.
·· · '
Lake Buena Vista, where·they will
- Mansur-Wentworth said she take part in the Disney Relays.

FROM PAGE
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Coach Gail Striegler has led the Knights_to back-to-back winning seaso~s. This year's 13-3 conference mark is the program's best.
-

Striegler earns A-Sun honor I

/
I

UCF women's basketball UCF.to its first winning record in to-back double-doubles against
Head Coach Gail StTiegier earned her tenure as the team went 17-13 .Stetson and Jacksonville univer- ·
Atlantic Sun Coach of the Year overall and 13-7 in .conference ·- sities .in the last series. Smith was the No. 2 leading
honors·while senior forward Erin play. -This season the Knights ·
Paige ·a ndfreshffianguardShayla went 17-10 overall.
scorer among the UCF freshmen
Smith received . all-:conference
-- Paige, . 5-11 captain, was "Wi~h 5.4. points per game · and
awards, the A-Sun anp.ounced named second-team· -all-conier- · earned a spot on the ~lantio Sun
Tuesday afternoon.
ence. It was her..second post-sea- All-Freshman. Team. After earnStfiegier earned the award son all-conferenee award as she ing the starting point guard job
after 'the Golden Knights wel'.e earned all-freshman team honors out of preseasgn, she pl~yed in all
picked to take _second in the A- during her · rookie campaign in 27 games and led the team in
, Sun South Division in preseason , 1999-2000. This season, she was assists with 81, while she was
polis, then posted their best con:- ~ the Knights' top rebounder with second in steals with 43. She was
ference record ever at ·13-3 to · _6.3 per game and was also the No. also among the conference's top
earn the division's ·No. 1 seed. 2 scorer averaging·8.1 p0ints· per five players , in assist/tUrnover
They also-won the program's first contest. She put up four double- -ratio -all season.
~· regular sea.Son title since 1998-99.
doubles. during. 't'1e year and
. Last ·yei;i.r, ~triegier guided capped off the venture with back-COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS
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Women's· tennis~ . eams .Weekend;· split
SADIE · SHAM
STAFF WRITER

The UCF womE:m's tennis
team broke a two-match skid
Saturday, defeating Saint Louis
UniVersity 64 at the UC,F Teµnis
Complex. With the victory, the
. Golden Knigtits· evened out to 5-5
while Saint Louis dropped,' to 4-5.
UCF's Kristina Lohmos and
.·Anha Westill snagged the . first
doubles win as they beat Kristin
Doyle and Melissa Cutler, 8-1, at
No: 3. The Billikens fought back
when Melissa Lemus .and Vicki
Zielinski
droppe,d
Julie
~staing and Amira Samara, 8~
2, at No. 1. With the score all tied up; the
Knights' Pamela Fernandez and
Ola Luczak managed to snag the
win over Amy O'Handley and Eriri.
Kersten, 8-5, giving UCF the doubles point:
Still hot, the Knights clinched
all but one match in singles play.
Pecastaing- dropped Zielinski in
two at the No. 2 spot, 6-2, 6-2,
· while Lohmos followed suit, tagging O'Handley, 6-1, 6-1 at No. 3.
At No. 4, Fernandez dulled Cutler,
- 6-2, 6-1, while Luczak defeated
SLU's Kersten, 7-6, 5-7 (10-8).
Samara was also victorious with

Amira Samar~ earned a win Saturday againsfSaint Louis University's Rebecca Steer, 6-0, 6-0.
her win over Rebecca Steer, 6-0,
6-0. The only SLU singles win
was Lemus as she beat Westin, 61, 6-0.

The win was the first since
Feb. 10 for UCF. fn between, the
Knights lost two matches and had
two others canceled due to

.Men's tennis improves
streak to 11 matches

the UCF Tennis Complex. .
UCF looked hopeful as the
Knights picked up tWo wins in the
doubles :. category to ·take a 1-0
lead. Luczak and Fernandez doubled up to defeat the Cougars'
Karine Urbin and Kami Miller, 8-1
at No. 2. In an extensive match,
Lohmos and Westin were successful at No. 3, beating Sarah Flood
and A,nalia Longoni, 9-7~ However, Pecastaing and Samara_ lost to
Houston's Miranda Foley and
).'olandi Terblanche, 8-2 at the No.
. 1 spot. ·
.
Si,ngles· play was not strong
for the Knights as they left the
courts with only two W's.
Although Pecastaing overpower~d
Foley, 6-7, 6-2 (13-11) at No. 2 and
Lohmos picked up the No. 3 win
over Urbin, 6-3, 6-2,- it was not
enough. Longoni walked away
with No. 1 as Westin was forced to
forfeit. At. the No. . 4 spot,
Terblanche defeated Luczak in a
sWut, 6-2, 6-1 . match. Miller
dropped Fernandei 6-3, 6-4 at No.
5 while Flood drowned Samara at
No: 6, 6-3, 6-3. ..
UCF Will now hit the .ro~
inclement weather.
traveling California for a prur of
One of those losses came matches. The Knights will play at .
Friday when the Knights fell to UC-Irvine today and at Long
· the University of Houston,. 4-3, at Beach St~te on Friday.

to

UCF wins two, falls
-in·championship
l.I
~

MATT BETHON
STAFF WRITER

SADIE SHAM STAFF WRITER

The No. 65 UCF men's tennis team won all·
three of its matches ill the past week, for 11 consecutive victories. The Knights have not lost a
match since ·dropping their first two match~s of the
season. UCF blanked Navy and Tennessee Tech
and beat Boston College 6:-1 to improve to 11-2 on
the year.
The Knights defeated Navy, 7-0, Monday at the
UCF Tennis Complex. UCF is now 5-0 at hom€this
and has -not lost a home match since March.
23, 2000. The Knights picked up the doubles point
by winning all three ;matches. Rhett Rosen and
Gabriel Strangberg got things started with an 8-1
win at No. 3. Catalin Bradu and Antonio Sierra ·
teamed up at No. 1 to win 8-6. At No. 2, Augusto
Sanabria and Simon Jaeger won 9-7.
In .singles play Bradu, Sierra, Sanabria and
Jaeger all won in straight sets, while it took Paul
Ramy and Strangberg three sets to win.
·
UCF swept Tennessee Tech, 7-0, Monday.'The
Knights quickly picked up th~ doubles point, winning -0n- all three courts. Bradb. and Sierra blew
past Gernot Fischer and Luis Aguerrevere, 8-3 at
No. 1. 'J aeger ~d Sanabria teamed to hold · off
Razvan -Ilie and Will Chappell at No. 2, 8-6. On
· court No. 3, Rosen and Strangberg were 8-2 win- ·
· .ners over Rodrigo Cuesta and Michele Panzeri.
.
Bradu started off to lead 2-0 with his speedy
win over Fischer at NQ. 1·(6-2, 6-1). At No. 5, Jaeger
also was·a speedy victpr, stunning Cuesta, 6-2, 6-2.
Sierra clinched the victory for the Knights at No. 3,
defeating Ilie, 6-4, 6-4. Also victorious for UCF wa~
-En.er Gursoy at No: 6, as the fresh.man overpowADAM RosCHE I CFF
ered Panzeri, 6-0, 6-4. Both Strangberg and Catalin Bradu won all three of his singles matches last week,
Sanabria rallied to win in three sets. At No. 2, . helping the Knights extend their win streak to 11 matches.
Strangberg overcame losing the first set to
Aguerrevere to win, 2-6, 6-4, 6-1. Sanabria came
back.to defeat Chappell; 4-6, ~ 1, 6-4 at No. 4.
Calahan.and Damon Vartabedian, 8-4.
· The Knights defeated Boston College on ·
The Knights came on strong in singles play,
Thursday- morning, 6-1 at the UCF Tennis winning all six matches. Sanabria evened things
Complex.
up with a quick, 6-4, 6-1 win at No. 4 over Colahan.
Although the Knights lost the doubles point, - Also with a speedyvictorywas Sierra at No. 3 as he
UCF won the match. The Eagles received powerful defeated McCoy, a 6-0, 6-4. Gursoy was a 6-3, 6-3
play fr~m Brad Anders~m and Justin Slattery at winne,,r over Ross Pytko at No. 5. Strangberg
-No. 1 as the tag-team held off_Brad.u and Sierra, 8- clinched the match· for UCF on court two as he
6. Chris McCoy ~d B.r:ad Murray were also victori- defeated Anderson, 6-2, 6-4. Rosen won his second
ous for BC, dropping Rosen and Strangberg, 9-8 at straight match at No. 6, handling Kiernan ·
No. 3. The only UCF doubles win was at the No. 2 Laughlin, 6-3; 6-4. At the No. 1 spot, Bradu rallied
spo~ where _
J aeger and Sav,abria beat Paul in the ~e~ond set to get past Slattery, 6-3, 7-6.

year

The UCF softball team took
two of three game,B Sunday in the
Charleston Southern Softball
Invitational. The Knights defeate<;l
Indiana and Stony Brook before
falling to UNO-Greensboro in the
tournament championship. The
loss snapped UCF's six..:game win
streak. The Knights are 16-12 on
the year.
UCF defeated Indiana, 4-1,
behind Dottie Cupp's stellar all. around performance. Cupp hit a
two-run hom_e nm in the second

inning and aJ.So pitched the complete garp.e, allowing only four hits
while striking out three. Jania
Shinhoster also homered, and
Stephanie_ Best went two-forthree at the plate.
· In the second game, against
Stony Brook, tl:ie Knights jumped
out to an early.1-0 lead in the first,
but would fall beliind two innings
later on a two-rlln. homer by
Kristen Brust. UCF tied the game
in th~ fifth when Shinhoster
scored on · a double by Nikki
_ Green. Once ·again the Knights
PLEASE SEE

Shinhoster ON 16

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Sophomore Jania Shinhoster was f~ur-for-four in stolen-base attempts last week.

FOR All YOUR GAMf;DAY
INFORMA-r:ION

LOG ON TG
~ .S-p ortsLinelnf~.co

16 • ·sports
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to be a wellness ce·nter peer consultant!
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Shinhoster Jegistered 11 hits, five ~ome runs and seven RBis last week.

Shinhoster's
·power eafns her
weekly honor
FROM PAGE
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would fan behind, this time on a
solo . home run by Marissa
Servello in the bottom of the
sixth. Down to their final _at
bats, the Knights fought back
· After Lindy O~ey walked,
Sbinhoster bit'her second home
run of the day to put the Knights
up 4-3. UCF would ·add four
· more runs in the ~g, highlighted by Be~l's two-RBI singie.
With six bits and six runs in the:
inning,' UCF wou)d hold on for
an 8-3 victory.
Taylor Sawyer picked up
the win for the.Knights, pitcµing
the complete game and allo1?g
only three runs. The left-hander
improved her record to 8-5 n
·
the season.
In the championship game
' against UNC-Greensboro, Cupp
retired the first 10 batters she
faced before Penny Thompson
followed up a Jennifer Hubbard
singie with a home run to give
the . Spartans a 2-0 l~. UCF
scored a rtin in the fourth.when
Dottie Cupp doubled home
Rachelle Schmidt, who had
reached oil ·a single. UNCG
added two more unearned tuns
in the sixth and held on fo defeat
the Knights 4-1.
Despite the loss in the
championship game the !(nights
had a good weekend in South
, Carolina, going 4-1 in the tour. -nament. UCF now sits four
· ' games above .500 heading into
the . UCF Sprilig Fling .tournament this week.

Anyone interested should submit a completed PC Applications to
the Wellness Center (on the first floor of the new Recreation and

Wel&lnes!Center) to schedule an,int~rview ~ith us by March 28th!

·

I

- http://www.shs.ucf.edu/pc_apps.htm
(407)

823~5841 or wenness@mail.ucf.edu
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Dottie Cupp pitched a complete gall!.e
four-hitter in UCF's 4-1 win over
Indiana.

erence .a'.nno~ced on Monday
• that center fielder Jania
Sbinhoster was named the
league's player of the week after
leading the knights to a 7-2
record last week.
. For the week, Sbinhoster
Shinhoster named ·
had five home runs, seven RBI,
Player of the Week
11 bits, .and was four-for-four in _
The Atlantic Sun Conf- stolen base attempts. .

HNUNE COURSES, ANYTIME,

fAST SFUN!
.· STATE APPROVED
888·611-1112

.

www. flor14adr1ver. com

24/7!.
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Fighting Crowds and .other hazardS in the dllbs·

week

· JOE HARLESS &
MARSHALL SPENCE...

Highlights of the
cultural calendar ··

Recent nightclub deaths.renetp safety
concerns for patrons . and·owners

STAFF WRITERS

On a rerent trip to Universal
"I understand the club was tak-'
CityWalk to celebrate her 21st birth- fire on Feb. 20 killed almost 100 peoday, junior Karla Pullen··and several of ple and wounded 200 others and a ing precautions," she ~aid "It's ~
her friends were turned away from .rush to the exit in a Gbicagn nightclub to know theyre not _concerned just
the Bob Marley reggae club by bounc- killed 21 people three clays prior, with making money"
But despite the lessons of these
ers_
many security questions and safety
C01.1cerned about safety in concerns have been. raised thfough- recent tragedies, many UCF student~
· who regularly venture to Orlando's
crowded nightclubs, security officers out ililando's nightclub circuit.
said there was no room for additional
Pullen took ·the rejection from nightclubs don't seem too concerned
the cllib better tb.an most of her about the potential dangers.
patrons. "
After a Rb.Ode Island mgnfolub friends.
. Junior Megan Crandall, 20, said

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Thursday, March 13
Feng Shtii and clutter ciearin·g

Certified Feng ~hui consullant Joy SuePriem explains how the ancient Chinese·
art of furniture and object placement
can help people clear the clutter out of
~heir home, office or life, Begins at 7
p.m.. in the comm~nity room at Winter
Park Public Libr_ary. 460 E, New EnglandAve.; free; 407-623-3300.

it's hard for her to tell where the exits
are at many of the nightCiubs in_
downtown Orlando.
"You-can't see because of the
·. crowds," she said
.
Senior AleXia Heller, 22, agreed _
-th~t ~e has· a·hilrd ~e finding the
exits ·m downtown clubs because_
none ap~ cl~ly marked. .
Sernor Shem.ta Wilson, 21, doesn:t .know if ·any o( the nightclubs she
VIS1t~ ~en have sppnirter ~terns.
'Ive never seen any sprinklers. I
PLEASE SEE

Sttfdents ON 19

Friday, March 14
Mofro at the Social

_Jacksonville soul and funk band Mofro.
recently featured on MTV's "You hear it
first." is on tour to promote their CO
"Blackwater." Doors open at 9 p.m. and
band plays at 11 p.m.; th_e Social. 54 N.
Orange Ave; 18 and up; $10; 407-2461599.
.

Saturday, March 15 ·
Millennium Woman March

The Millennium Woman Foundation
hosts a SK or lOK beach walk to raise
funds and signatures fo.r a "Millennium
Woman" license plate that will beneffr
the educational pursuits of women in
the state of Florida. Registration begins
at 7:30 a.m. and march begins at 9 ·
a.m.; Daytona Beach-Pier, 1200 Main 51.;
$15 entry fee for adµlts and free for
kids; 407-628-4478.

Sunday, March 16
Fiction Plane at'the Social

London-born rock band Fiction Plane.
whose new album "Everything ~ill Never
be OK" de~uted at No. 102 on the
College Music Journal's Top 200 College
Radio (hart. brings their music to the
states. Doors open at 7 p.m .. and show
starts at 10 p.m.; the Social. 54 N. .
_Orange A~e; $7; 407-246-1599.

Monday, March 17
· 'Awakening the Buddha Within'

Buddhist meditation teacher Rice Bishop
gives an introduction to Buddhism based
on the Kadampa tradition with two
guided meditations and a brief discussion. The session lasts from 7:30 p.m. to
8:45 p.m.: ·the Spiral Circle Bookstore,
750 Thornton Ave.; suggested donation
$4 for students, $7 for others; 407-9634913.

Popular cigars carry
added smoking dangers

Tuesday, March 18
'Penis Dialogues'

In a. spoof sketch- comedy. Adam Antler's
touring production tells the story of a
group of male actors who write a "man·~
play" after getting rejected fiom an
audition for "The Vagina Monologues."
Show _begins at 8 p.m. at the lmprov
Comedy Club, 129 W. Church St.; $12 to
$15; 21 and up; 321-281-8000.

Wednesday, March 19
'Bay Hill Invitational'

·

Professional golf comes to Orl_ando.for
the 24th annual PGA tour challenge. All
proceeds benefit the Arnold Palmer
Hospital for Children and Women. Tee-off
is 7 a.m. at the Bay Hill Club and Lodge.
9000 Bay Hill Bl\'.d.; free to $70; 407-.
876-2888.

Thursday, March 20
Cop Talk

Former police officer Thornton fdwards
speaks about the many experiences from
his career that inspired him 'to write
"Dancing With Ice." Edwards will speak
at 7 p.m. at Barnes and Noble
Bookstore, 7900 W. Sand Lake Road;
free; .407-345-0900.

KATRINA HA.MMER
STAFF WRITER
~

bile cigarette use amo~g college students rises, an
equally dangerous trend continues to gain popularity
around UCF and other college·campuses nationWide:
cigar smoking.
·
Cigar use among college students is rapidly increasing.
The 1~~ College Al90hol Survey conducted by the Harvard
School of Public.Health revealed that of the among 14,000 randomly selected students, 37 'percent smoked cigars. The
College Alcohol Survey is ~he first to consider both cigarette
and non-:eigarette tobacco use by college students.
According to the studY, about 56 percent of male college
students have.smoked cigars, compared to 25 percent of female
college students. About 10 percent light up regularly.
Cigar smoking is yet another trend in which students may
be unaware of the risks.
While cigars are perceived as less threatening or not as
addicting as cigarettes, these myths· are false. Smoking cigars
regularly can catJ.Se cancer ?f the lung, oral cavity, larynx and
esophagus.
The amount of tobacco in a single cigar contains the .same
proportion of nicotine found in an entire pack of Cigarettes.
Nancy Rigotti, the lead author of the College Alcohol
Survey and an associate professor_at the Harvard Medical

W
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The dangerous trend of cigar smoking continues to gain popularity among college students.
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Onlookers watch the noodl.es fly as spaghetti wrestling participants roll around in a giant vat during festivities at Bike Week.

. (407) 736-0040

Hell's Angels descend on Daytona Beach
open field of souvenir and food
vendors. A country-flavored rock
n' roll 1>3.nd played on a small
stage,.and girls in skimpy leather
bras, teeny shorts and riding
chaps sold beer.
I watched as my friends' eyes
buggro out at some of the patron's
T-shirt slogans, the cleaner ones
including. "I don't smoke crack. I
LINNEA BROWN li~ it," on a big, burly man; "If you
STAFF WRITER
like my cabbage, you should see
my patch," on ·a thirty-something
Barbie look-alike; and "If it has tits
"It's just baby oil and cabor wheels, sooner or later it'll give
bage and a bunch of big ol' burly
you trouble," on a scrawny.guy
chicks," drawled 22-year-old
with a.long mustache.
Cabbage Patch bart~nder
At the vendor booths, I jokingChristina Anderson. "Usually the
ly tried on a marijuana-leaf biker
o:ri1y girls who wrestle are the ones ·
head "Map as we gawked at the
who get drunk enough to take off
assortment of smoking accesall their cloi:qes instead of just half
sories and PWeS for sale. My
of 'em."
friend Ana purchaSed a toiletStanding in the middle of a
.
LINNEA BROWN I CFF
shaped novelty lighter arid we
Circle K gas station across from
Big colorful hogs scattered the roads as bikers paraded around Daytona last week. ..
piled.back in the car to get to the
the Daytona Speedway last
"real" Bike Week, a biker tradition
Wednesday, my friends and I lison Main Street in Daytona Beach.
conte~ts attacked him, rolling
tened in fascinated rapture as .
My friend Veronique looked
.
Anderson described.the yearly
horrified.. ''Remind rue never to
into a nearby mud pit and si~ .. since 1937.
,
Even though it was starting
Bike Week tradition of "Coleslaw
marry a man who considers a wet on their prey.
to rain, Main Street was obviously
''Pretty boring this year, isn't
\VJ'estling," the event that we had
T-shirt contest at age forty-five an
the trendiest chopper party spot.
it?" asked "Bubba," aman selling
come to see~ and completely
accomplishment," she muttered.
missed, due to bumper-to-bumper
··'Hooray for itty-bitty titties,"
T-shirts. He handed me a free, vi<>- In fact; the streets were so jampacked with black-leather-clad
let T-shirt emblazoned with, ':Just
motorcycle traffic - that morning. shrieked the youngest, perky· because you let me RIDE with you Harley riders that I felt like we had ~
Dozens of tough-looltipg bikboobed contestant, flashing the
landed at some twisted, crazy cos·· today qoesn't mean I'll let you
audience and jumping up and
ers busily spilled out the doors of
tume party. ..
SLEEP with me tonight!"
the convenience store, decked out
down.
·
High-rollin' bik~rs paraded
TI?. black leather chaps, lonp: beards
Jersey, an obvious victim of a
Thanks. rn wear it every .daY. ·
Still curious about the
· their gleaming m~es down the '
and skull tattoos..Chrome ~ted
really bad boob job, jealously
street, parking in front of bars and
Cabbage Patch, I returned to Bike
on the Harley-Davidson motorcypulled down her pants, exposing
cles that impressively invadM the
her butt in an attempt to comjJete _ Week two days later,.accompanied strutting slowly past envious
by five unsuspecting friends. Stuck onlookers. Drunken people-watchparking lot. A few half-mtereAfed
with the skinny 21-year-old
·
in traffic (again), we gawked at the ers hung over the edge of balbikers hovered around a white souObViously, the younger
ridiculous sight of a woman riding conies and yelled catcalls at peo- _
venir tent, checking out the latest
woman won. She and three other
ple passing by, and biker gear was . ·
a motorized scooter among the
confederate biker merchandise.
contestants nonchalantly slipped
the merchandise of choice in the
throngs of polished Harleys.
Af least we hadn't missed the
into their black "Bike Week Staff"
souvenir shops.
The-Cabbage Patch turned
4 p.m. "Female Spaghetti
shirts and returned to theif posts,
As we hurried back to the car,
out to be a classically greasy, tatVVrestling," held onstage at the
and the lee Cream Man hurriedly
We passed a random religious
tered biker saloon. Hundreds of
·~y. We crossed the street,
moved on to the main event.
man handing out fliers in the
p:;tid the $10 cover chargB, and
The mostly-male crowd clus- - pictures: adorned its walls, chronistreet.
eagerfy prepared to witness some
tered around a 10x12 inflatable .. cling the many years'hf topless,
':Jesus is coming,'' the man
noodle-y, catfight pasta iictiori. ·
kids' swimming pool, filled to the ·
shameless women who had gotten
·
. The contest, unfortunatelY, fell brim with cold, limp pasta noodles. down and dirty in giant vats of - preached.
"Oh,
really?
He's romingto
short of our expectations. Hosted · A redheaded Chelsea Clinton look- coleslaw. "It smelled so bad last year," . Bike Week?"· a tough-looking, ~t
by aging, long-haifed bfi5:er enteralike and a tough-looking co1lntry
a pigtailed, drunken woman grunt- tooed biker snorted sarcastically.
tainer Jiinmy Trotta, khown as the· gal sloppily attacked each other,
. '"When?" ·
ed "It was, like, 80 degrees, and
"Ice Cream Man from Hell," the
. noodles flying.
"In three daYs," the missionthe
mayoniiaise
wen{
bad."
. dreaiy eVent started with a lack"Gfab 'er tits! Pinch 'er nip.
luster _wet T-shirt contest, in wh!ch
pies!" a short, bald biker hollered
' My sister made it on the wall ary stated
Ironically, Bike Week would · '
here once," another man offered
seven out-of-shape women tried 'in
from behind me, pausing only to
be over by then. Smart decision,
reverently, as if reve.alingthat his
vain to,excite the audience of old,
creepily pick a few"stray, slippery
ugty biker men. _
~ noodles out of my hair.
sibliilg_had been an Oscar nomi- . · Jesus; f d probablywait until they
were g(>ne, too.
nee.
· "fve gotta get a picture of my
I resisted the overwhelming
Maybe next year he'll make it
. Obviously, coleslaw-wrestling'
old lady," the man next to me pro- - _urge to stuff a wet noodle in his
for
the
coleslaw wrestling.
was a highly-respected status
claimed proudly; aiming bis cam- · ear.
era len.8 at the menopausal,
In a ridiculously boring grand symbol in this neck of the woods.
bespectacled participant known -as finale; acolleg&agro guy entered .
We walked out the back door
Columnist Linnea Bru.Yll can be
':JerseY." .
·the spaghetti vat. A;U,·of the female
of the Cabbage Patch to a huge
reached at lbrcmn@udfuture.com

THE ROAD LESS TRAVEIID

Home of the world
famous '-TUrkev Bonier!'

· FRESH EVERYDAY! ·

. *Earn a free meal with our VIP.Card

40-7-382-3570
In the UC7 Plaza across from UCF
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-

820 DR MORE
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Students encouraged
to_locate all exits of
nightclubs they visit
FROM PAGE

17

9:

.Rolon said fights at clubs do
not pose a large- threat G<>nsidering the.thousands of pe0ple who
visit downtown Orlando on the
weekends.
'Tue need for law enforCement is limited," he said
Rolon said that while many
club goors are under the influence
of alcohoi they must
extra
safety measures.
''Everyone should be familiar .
or aware of the structure [of the
club]. That-should be the No. 1 oonrern," he said
Along with hiring additional
security, club owners are taking
other precautions to ensure a·safe
and fun night out for patrons.
Mark Pcyor, acting mariager
at the Devaney's Tho bar at
Colonial Drive and Alafaya Trail,
said the fire department bas been
oommg around on a regular basis
and the bar's owner rerently begrul

don't pay attention to that," she
said ·
Fbr some Students, however,
the :rerent fires have been a wakeup call.
Junior Khalil Hicks, 20 and
junior ~la Slaughter, 20, both
said that after the fires in Chicagt>
and Rhode Island incidents, they
pay more attention to whe!'e
nightclub exits are.
Tuspite the hazards of a fire
breaking.out in a busy nightclub,
overcrowding can be a more
implinent dangBr.
The deaths in the Chicagt>
club oecured after bouncers
sprayed mace to break up a fight
on the dance floor and everyone
rushed toward the·single exit in a
stairwell, where the victims were
unable to breathe.
"It's so crowded [sometim~s]
you can't even dance. I gBt the
feeling that if something happened [in these nightclubs], it
would be bad," Slaughter said.
Junior Eddie Braxl, 21, is a
former bouncer for Knight Lights
bar and dance club located across
the street from the UCF campus.
Braxl said that while he
never experienced any major
safety problems when working at
the club, the most pressing security issue for patrons and ooUn.cers
is club fights.
Hicks, who worked for a
. nightclub in Washington.D.C., said
he saw someone get stabbed with
-ANGELA SLAUGHTER
- -a broken 'bottle at Knight Ligbt-s.
Junior
"It was chaos," he said.
"Everyone [was1 rushing out of
the club. Somebody could have
been hurt [with] people pushing
and shov.big [each other]."
Braxl remains concerned · enforcing restrictions on the numabout overcroWding in clubs. He ber of people allowed inside.
said he fears a similar nightclub
'Tue fire department didn't
accident ooollrring in downtown use to oome by before," Pryor said
Orlando because many venues "Now we make sure to keep everyallow numerous patrons on the thingup tO date."
roof to hear Jive music. He won..
The front doors of the bar are
ders what these people will do in always kept unloCked during busi- ·
case of an emergBncy..
ness hours .and exit signs are clear'Tue clubs gBt packed so ly marked around the bar. A sprinquickly," Braxl said "If a fire kier system runs throughout the
breaks out and you've had a few building, something Pcyor said is
drinks, how are you guing to find · rare for a bar, and all the fire extinthe exit with everyone running guishers are new. The bar is
around you?"
housed in a fairly large shopping
Fbr additional safety, many: . center and police drive through to
clubs in Orlando often hire off- patrol on a regular basis.
duty police officers to patrol dur.Even UCF professors have
ingbusyweekendnights.
addresSed the·issue of club safety
"Officers are there to supple- with their students.
, ment security," Sgt. Orlando
William Fisher, a professor in
Rolon of the Orlando Police the Rosen School of Hospitality
Department said
Management, bas advised his stuThe. police officers at night- dents to always be aware of where
clubs work four-hour shifts. Most the exits are.
clubs pay the officers directly, but
Fisher acknowledgBd that
sometimes they pay the police . restaurants and nightclubs have to · .
department. Nightclubs who wi$h maintain certain safety standards.
to acquire these additional safety If establishments do not uphold
-officers must be certified by l~ these safety and security codes,
safety inspection agencies.
theywill be shut down, he said

-
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. More Friends..
More Fun.
More freedom..
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It's so crowded ·
[sometimes] you can't
even dance. I get the
feeling that if
somet_hing happened
On these nightclubs],
it would be bad.

POWEff, AMPS.
GUITARS
GUITAR AMPS .. ·PRO AUDIO
KEYBOARDS
WI PAY.CASH
SOUND MODULES Call 407.383.9980 and ask for Rick
Pro Music Stuff, Inc.
RECORDING GEAR

COMMONS

I

UNIQ1J E COLLEGIATE APARTMENTS

* Fully Furnjsli ed Apartments
* Individual Leases
* Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
·* Internet Access
* Community Fitness Center

Call for Leasing Specials!
I

Live at Jefferson Commons and experiem:e life your way.
Jefferson Commons :. 11841 Jefferson Commons Circle ~ Orlando, FL 32826 - P: 407-382-4114

~

&. ~

www.jeffersoncommons-orlando.com ,
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just online

: L o n d o·n ...... $ 3 7 7
P a r i s ...... ·.·... $ 3 2 ~
~msterdam ... $320
·S ·v d n.e y .... -. -~ S 1 6 1 ·4 ·
Mads:id.~ ....... $322
Rio de Jarieiro .. $408

Fare is roundtrip fro.m Orlando. Subject to change and availability. Tax not ·
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply.
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George Valiente, owner of Cyber Kni,ghts Internet (afe in the UC-7 Plaza across from UCF, takes time for some computer gaming.

f>ulling the plug on the PC
· C~mputer, video
game addictions
plague students

ably would have just been do_ing
something . else [non-school
related]," he said.
Bailey felt obligated to continuously playvideogames while
· • Having a sense of well-being or .
addicted, putting off more proeupl:wria at the computer
ductive study habits.
•_Inability to stop computer use
"It's like. reading a good
BRANDON HARDIN
• Craving- more time at· the computer
book. It just happens that some·
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
• Neglecting family and friends
of these games are a hell of a lot
• Feeling irritable, depressed or
longer than books, so it can be a
Sophomore Mark Sinn, 21,
empty~when not at the computer ·
problem," he said.
looked out the Wihdow of his
Lying
to friends. family; ·and
•
Sinn and Bailey agree on
apartment to wa~ch the sun rise.
employers about computer use
several reasons for their addicHe had been playing "Diablo II," a
t ions.
fantasy role-playing computer • Problems with school or job
"[Videogames] are a good
game, all night long without realSOURCE: Www.COMPUTERADDICTION.CQM
izing it.
.
way to get away from yourself
and everything [else]. Some
·
Sinn is one of the thousands
people go get wasted. Some peo, of college students who find
ple play videogames. Some do
themselves addicted to these
both," Bailey said.
strategic
multiplayer
Sinn also felt that he used
videogames.' Games such as
videogames as a diversion from
"The Dark Ages of Qamelot,"
real life. "Games give m~ a
"Final
"Everquest," · and
sense of control that isn't readiFantasy'' cause students to lose
ly found in -reality," he said.
sleep, friends and earn · lower
The constant lure of imagigrades in their classes.
native discovery and suspense-Maressa Orzack, a licensed
ful
plots . contributes to
clinical
psychologist
and
video games' distraction from
Harvard Uill,versity Medical
daily life. "Games with an enticSchool faculty member, believes
ing storyline_ get you _hooked
that students can become
because you can't wait to reveal
addicted to their computer and
the areas of mystery," Sinn.saic:l.
·
videogames.
"You constantly play to reach the
.
"Computer- addiction, .like
next_level, [and the] games hold
' other addictions, fs the use of
your attention so well [while]
computers in order to change an
time flies." .
individual's mood," she s "d.
Bailey said that the aesthet"Computer use becomes abu~e •
ic. design of the gailles · theinwhen .it interferes with one
s~lves is sometimes enough to
_work or school, or disrupts per
hook someone into playing.
soI_lal arid family relationships
· Sinn
Clµ'rently
plays
and becomes increasingly nee-.
videogames less than he used to.
essary in order to feel good."
H~ no longer owns any console
Sinn didn't real:iZe he was
systems, and his computer is no
spending less time on school and
lenger c~pable of running the
friends while he was addicted to
newest games.
videogames, playing two to four
However, he still .spends
hours 11 day, since mipdle school.
'time taking part in friends'
"Wlien all you. can think
games. "I prefer to watch others
about is the .game, you put off ·
BRANDON HARDIN I CFF
play now instead of being in the
important tasks ·such as homePrevalence of gaming systems like this
cockpit myself..I can still enjoy
work and social interaction with
. portrays addictio'n. ·
the storylines from the passenother people," he said.
ger seat," he said.
While videogames may take
Bailey realized he had a
up homework time, Sinn said will. inevitably be filled by some- that a · g8,min.g addict wouldn't thing else [non-prpductive]," he problem - last semester -and
allowed a,. friend to confiscate his
necessarily be more productive said.
Juajo.r Jimmy Bailey, 21, · ·most frequently played comput:
without the multimedia enteranother former videogame - er gam~s to keep him on task.
tainment.
. · The -fre.e time Sinn gained addict, agreed with_ Sinn. He currently averages less than
.back- by not playing videogames , Although he believes his grades . an hour of gam~playing daily.
Sinn said th.ere is the con- ·
has not gone to homework or suffered slightly from playing
studying. Instead, he spends videogames, Bailey doubts that. - stant threat of getting hooked a
·more · time with his friends, th~ situation would have heel! · secon9. time.because of the popular draw . towards multimedia
watchfug televisio:µ,, eating and different without _the games.
. "If 1· wasn't playing entertainment. "I woulc:bi't rule
sleeping.
"The hole that games filled videogames [tq] slack of!, I prob- it out," he said.
0

Frequent signs of.computer
and video .game addictions

UCF

3151 AlAFAYA TRiil
IVHO, fl 32715

OCOEE
828 GOOD HDMIS RD~
IRlANDI, Fl 32818

411J·&58•2443

4117-447·2443

HDBIS-'
Sunday-Thursday
l2pm - llpm
Friday &Soturdoy
11 om -Midnight

HDIRS
Monday -Thursday
llam-9pm
Friday-&Saturday
llam · lOpm
Sunday
12pm-9pm

·Where UCF Students·Want to be...
-Fully-furnisfied, spacious 3 and 4 bedroom
apartment homes with individual lease-protec_tion
Amenities
• FREE ETHERNET
• Cable, ele.ctric allowance,
water & sewer ALL included
• Computer lab ·
• Fitness center .
• Sand volleyball court

BEN THACKER I CPF

lhere ~been a sharp increase inthe number of young adults who smoke cigars.

agar has same nicotine
as full pack of cigarettes
FROM PAGE 1

Schoo said college students are
playingwith fire b putting them-

selves at risk of a lifetime niootine addiction.
.

"Young people who are
smoking cigars may not think
fttat they are at risk of getting
hooked. but they are, she said
..'Repeated exposure to any
tobacm prodnctputs students at
:incrnased danger of becoming
addided to niootine."'
Prior to the 1990s, cigar n.se
was a behavior associated most1y wiHl o1 ei; white men..
Between 1900 and 1998 cigar
OODSIBllpHon saw a 50 pet"OODi
iocrease and oo,,in 1B include a
yomager Crowd, according to
~A1oohol Survey
~ ftle pattern

shows a

smqking is most popular among
freshmen and sophomores, and
amongwbite males that show an
interest in fraternities, attending
sporting events and attending
parties.
Sophomore 'Ibny Kinas, 19,
said there is something different
about smoking cigars than smoking cigarettes. "You can relax
with acigm;" he said "They have
a oompletely different smell and
taste. And when you're done
smoking it yol!. don't crave
another one five minutes latei:"
-Eastside Cigars of Oviedo
<a'ries a variety of cigars. Store
clerlrJobnTraversillsaidalotof
oo~ students oome in to purchase them.
"Students have been ooming
in sinoo the :mid-1990s," he said

• 2 sparkling pools
with tiki bar
• Beautiful lakeside
setting
• Full size washer/dryer
• Free roommate
matching service

l\ndmostwilloontinnetosmoke

- sharp :increase in the nmnber of . ~they gmdllate."
young adoHs smoking cigars.
Sophomore Jatk Sterba, 20,
Acoontiog to the -study; cigar who worts at Publix, said that
smoking bas beoome OOilllOOil on cigars are quite popuJar among
oollege campuses.
students who shop there.
Freshman E'van SclreChteJ;
Sterl:Ja sells many packages
18 prefers cigars mer cigarettes. of the cheaper miniature cigars,
i don't smoke ~ an the such as B1ack: and Mih:ls. 1'hey
time," be said .."But I do Hire 1o sit sell for about $1.00 for a pack of
around my aparime.nt and five." he said. "Students will
smokewilh friends when we are ~purchase the single
_bangingoutorwalcbing'TY."
cigars,butiheymnalittlemore."
Scbedder began smoking
Single cigar prices range
~wbenbeDIO'Miawayfmm from under a doDar to several
home and started at UCF.
doDars, while cheaper cigars
i saw some my frie.uds usually oome in packages for
smoking ~ so I med ihem about $1 to $0. The inexpensive
too," he at.
prire may be just one oftlurrea- .
SdledJter said fbat a major- sons that students are attracted
Dy of bis male fr:imds smoke .to flreJn.
- ~ ~an or my friends
an smoonts find cigars
like smoking diem, and ftJmle attracttve, though. Freshman
that don't lime um Gleln _at Danielle Cascio, i9, said she
Jeast 0000.."
thinks~ are disgusting. "My
~smoking amJUDts .
father used to smoke them," she
fhelargest~ofnoo-dg- said ~I gut used to the
arette ~me_ The Colege ~ I still think they are
AloobolSUrwey
ibatdgar gross."

,.
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Go on line for more examples
or call us at

407-677-8999
Student discounts avaiJable with UCF ID!
- Board Certifred
Pl<tStic Surgeon;

- Board Certified

Anesthesiologi.st .
- Fully Accredited

Overattng Room
Suite
-Financing ptilns
avaiabte

The Futnre oold Ii to put the UCF community in touch
lMth our fei Knights 5£JVing our nation O\ffieaS.
e-mail elfJtor@uCffuture.com with your first and
mt~
phone numba' so ran rontact you and
IJ(f rommunity \Wth our brave Knights.
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500 ON CAMPllS
550 EYIM'S
600 GREEK LIFE

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

700M1sc
750 hAnz
SQO llEu&ION

STUDENT WORK
$14.00 Base/APPi.
• PT/n
• ScholarshiPS/CO·OPS
• Flexible Schedules
• customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.worktorstudents.com

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x 907
3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
.$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612

Valet Parking Attend~nts Ne~ded
Immediate openings! locations .
throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and great opp call
. 407-971-9131
SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
recreation program. 6/16-8/22 for
children ages 5-13. Experience
desirable. Apply at City of Plantation
(west of Ft. Lauderdale) 400 NW .
73 Ave., Plantation, FL 33317.
Att: Personnel. ·

Hiring Mortgage
Lead Generators

-

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for frienClly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 · ·
Mori-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Hourly Pay + Commission
Full Time Pay w/ PT Schedule!
We Refinance Mortgages For Home
Owners Right Over The Phone.
!!! No Saturday Nights !II
!!I Join The Winning TEAM !!!
CALL 407-366-2360

We ·· ·
teachthe3
'''R!tJ:''

~HELP WANTED

·EARN GREAT PAY

AND BENEHl_S

Japanese Tutor I Conversation
Partner wanted! Intermediate student
requires help w/ written & spoken
Japan~se. Good rate for
services rendered. Email
ICZER2@generalagents.com

****SALl;:S PRO'S WANTED****
*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
. (1-10 $25 x 10 $250)
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840)
(25+ $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and ·
Fun Working Environment
*Flexible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

=

=

=

=

MOVIE EXTRAS/ MODELS NEEDED
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-$450/Day!!
Call now for immediate exposure
1-800-814-0277 x 971
Mother's helper needed for 3 small
children in my Oviedo home.
Experience preferred. Start
immediately. 407-359-8351.

4)
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IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED
Photographers Needed:
Bob Knight -Photo is currently hiring PIT
Photographers for local graduations
and senior class groups. $40-$125 per
event. Must own a 35mm SLR camera,
own a business suit, and have a
conservative appearance. Mandatory
training on March 27, 5:30pm
9:30pm. All applicants must be
available to work PIT April - June.
Check out our web site
www.bobknightphoto.com Qualified
applicants call Rick @ 407-328-9574,
cell- 850-459-4485

to

ACCESS TO PC?
$250+ per week Part Time
Local Interview
Ms. Anderson
tall 407-249-7998

The Osceola County School District,
located in the heart of beautiful Central
Florida, is the fastest-growing school
district in the state. We're a local leader in
K-12 education, with some of th_e best
resources and brightest educators in the
Orlando/Kissimmee, Florida areal

All Majors Are E couraged.To
Apply,. Including:

. '!JjjJld
place.

<R:14d·

·-:1move.

Bilingual skills
a definite plus.

Telephone sales agents earn
$15-$30/hr. selling quality vacation
pckgs. to existing cust. No Exp. nee.
just a clear, enthusiastic voice and
the willingness to learn. Day, evening
& weekend hrs. avail. Full benefits. UCF Area. lmmed. Openings Avail.
E-mail resume to
·julia@etourandtravel.com or.
fax to 407-658-1768 attn. Julia
TeleSolutions is looking for part
time employees! You must be
de~ndable,.articulate, honest, and
able to handle production goals.
TeleSolutions_is located on a bus
line at 436 & Old Cheney Road, n~a_r
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line:
407-581-3777 ext 137
Work from home selling quality
vacation pkgs. All you need is high
speed internet access, live witl\in ·
local calling distance from ~CF
and PC Windows. Very comp.
commissior;is and bonuses + paid
training. Fax resume to 407-669-1768
or ~mail ett-etourandtravel.com or
call 407-6~285 x 1~.
SERVER for Falafel Cafe. PT/FT,
1 year exp. req., Mon.-Fri., shifts:
11 am-4pm or 4pm-9pm. $5/hour + tips.
Located @ uriiversity/alafaya.
Call Omar@ 407-701-0069.
Telephone Pros. State of the art new call
center. HUGE commissions, with
benefi~s·. Get in on ground level. Fresh
leads and lists. FT/PT, spanish a +. Earn
$600-$1000 weekly for FT. Great career
opportunity. 407-937-0108 x 205.

Sign Up.For An Exciting Teaching Career Today! Visit Us ·At:

WwW.osceola.k12.·ft.us

.

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1 per wk
$1 per wk
Charges listed above include an ap. of

up to.five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

407-447-4555 • classijieds@IJClfuture.com

IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking-for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provide~. ,
No.experience needed. ·
Call 1-800-965~6520 ext 107.

By PhQne: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115 .
(Umv. & Rouse l;>ehind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

2 ~ues ( 1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
large Headline:

5 p.m.. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

Admin. Assistant Pff

Promotional Reps/Event
Marketing!!

Special projects for real estaiedeveloper. ·Nice, professional office.
Great work environment. Flexible hrs.,
career opportunity, $1 O/hr. Fax resume
to 407-447-5~51
·

Energetic, well~dressed individuals
needed to help promote specific on-site
events for banks, retailers, 'and others.
Excellent·opportunity for actors,
models, and those looking for a
different type of job. HIGH PAY!
Call' 407-722-0444.

Christian Pre-School
. afternoon teachers ne~ded for:
Union Park Christian School
10301 East Colonial Dr., Orlando.
If you love chiidren and the Lord
please call 407-282-0551.

**Security-Officers Wanted**

Swimming Instructors Nee®d.

FT emergency homeland descent force
opening. Must be Z1 years of age .
and US citizen.
Call 407-306-2694 to apply,

$20/hour and up. Set your own
. schedule. Must be certified. Call
Sharon @ 407-679-4299 or visit us
online @ www.swim2u.com .

.lIBLf!

ear1 slammed with iabound calls.
Very .1pscale vacatio1 packqe.
CDllliS~illS, lots Bf daily i•iffs! .•·
located 11ar UCf! _
Call fir 11re i1flr111i11:

(321) 281-1414 .
WWW.TRAVEUNGINE.net

t)
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II HELP WANTED lmiJ HELP WANTED El
Sales Representative needed to sell,
market, and service a Surf footwear
and apparel line in the greater Orlando,
Tampa arid Cocoa Beach area.
Will trair:i - generous straight
commission compensation, retail
experience a plus, Female
should live and understand the surf·&
beach lifestyle. Must have a car &
irtsurance. Please call: 954-862~2219 or
send resume w/photo to: Maui & Sons
footwear - 9000 Sheridan Street Suite
·100, Pembroke Pines, FL 33024

*AQUATIC WEED
FIELD TECH NEEDED!-*
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY!!!
GROW WITH THE COMPANY!!!
Locally based lake Mgmt. Company is,
seeking employees to fill the needs
of a rapidly growing business. A basic
understanding of aquatic
plants is important.
No experience is necessary. Enjoy a
relaxed working atmosphere.
APPLICANTS SHOULD
FEEL COMFORTABLE
OPERATING ATV'S AND BOATS.
Please send resume to:
AQUATIC MANAGEMENT
STRA1EGIES INC.
210 N. Goldenrod Road, Suite 15
Orlando, FL 32807
ph: 407-207-5959

Bartender Trainees Needed.
*** $250 a day potential! ***
local Positions. _
- 1-800-293-3985 ext 100 ·

Bartender Trainee~ Needed.'
*** $250 a day potential!~**
Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 602

Safe and effective weight loss!
Permanent weight loss, low cost,
satisfaction guaranteed. Advocare
independent distributor. 407-381-4800.
Seelei~g PT babysitter for newborn &

2 year old. 2 morning a week. Exp.
anc;I Ref. Req. Located in Altamonte
Area.'Call Karen @ 407-295-8139.

YMCA Camp McConnell seeking
Summer Resident Camp Staff. Summer
contracts of 5-10 weeks avail.
Applicants must be able to live on camp
for summer. Several Positions 9ffered.
Salaries ·+ meals, housiQg
Call S00-232-9622 · '

You've Prayed for this!.
Earn according to your effort. Unlimited
potential, risk free! Looking for quality
leaders, must be teachable.
407-381-4800.

Make a grand a week!
No selling involved!
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$
Gu.aranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Near UCF, ·321-207-0988

BEGIN YOUR RADIO CAREER!!
New Local radio show looking for
female on air personality. Must have
some knowledge of fishing, hunting,
or shooting sports. Send info. '
to Denlive@hotmail.com.

Get Paid for Working Out.

Copy Writer for Innovative Software
Company. High energy with strong
writing skills for press, client and web
center.it. Recent grads ok. FT, Benefits.
Send resume and writing sample to
hr@w-w-i•s.com.

Models Wanted

-

. for new swim wear mag. Blonde,
brunette, asian or exotic. For more
. ir:ifo/easy 'submission go to
· www.SwimwearDaily.com
-

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples,
Maine, TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls,
Poland, Maine. Noted for picturesque
lakefront locations and exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August.
Qver 100 counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccei:, lacrosse,
golf, flag football, roller hotkey; field
hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing, '
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silver
jewelry, (:Opper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theater, costumer,
piano accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Calf Takajo
at 800-250-8252. Calf Tripp Lake at
800-997-4347. Submit application
on-line at www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.
Courier for medical lab~ Company
car _p rovided. Timed route ·
experience a plus. Fax resume
to 407-882-2439 or e-mail
. sbryant@labdoc.com

"NEED MORE MONEY!?!

Honda PASO MOPED 1981, Red,
Runs great! Only 1,100 miles! WiU
·need tires soon. Great for campus
transportation! No Insurance
Needed! Only $300.1407-695-8915

· Room avail. for Male in Northgate
Lakes across from UCF. 3bd/2bath fully
furnished .. Reduced to · $375/mnih. incl.
util. for sublease through 8/1/03.
$200 security. Call 386-672-9872 or
e-mail Easterbl@flcourts.org.

2002 Yamaha Virago 250. Mint c9ndition,
Under 200 miles. Only $2600 obo.
2002 Malaguli Motor Scooter.
Under' 100 miles. $2100 obo.
Call Wayne ·407-645-1728

mfl AUTOMOTIVE
1996 Chrysler Sebring convertible
JXI , red with tan top. 73,000 miles.
Good condition, new tires, $6500.
Call Carale@ 407-207-4589

!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES!!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay, calf
THE AUTQ GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
• independent shop rates!
2002 Kawasaki EX500 Ninja, red, 3,800
miles. Great bike, excellent service
history, excellent condition. As~ing
$3,800. Calf 407-736-4710.

II

FoRRENT

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!
Work in Area's HOTTEST Night Clubs!
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY$$$ MUST BE
ENERGETIC AND OUTGOING
Make Big Money
Start Today 407-765·Q~55 ..

Near UCF in est. area, 3bd/2bth, M/F,
2,000 sq. ft., fireplace, cable, .corner lot,
screened patio-, 2 car gar. No pets, nonsmoker, $600/mth. If 2 peop. $400/mt_h
each. 407-923-8768.

inside Sales

Hot N Dirty Concerts Needs
Spring Break Promoters ASAP!!!
Panama Beach City, FL
Must love music, be
outgoing, responsible.
Opportunities: All Access to events!
biz Experience! free tic~etsl free
Housing! Earn Cash
Dates: March 14 - 30th
(Weekends Encouraged, flex
schedule ok)
Shows: Trina, Rockstar Energy/ MXB
- models , MTV.... More
Email: tico@originaljonze.net
fax:209.755.8962
Swim Instructors wanted to teach
s.ummer swim classes FIT, PIT
$10.50-$12.50/hr + bonuses.
Come work for Sharks & Minnows
and change the quality of a child's
life. Call 407-699-1992
www.sharksandm'i nnows.net

Local moving- company is
seeking an experi~nced .
customer service representative.

CAN YOU SELL A KATSUP POPSICLE
TO A WOMEN IN WHITE GLOVES?
PIT hrs. = FIT pay. Sales
Management Trainees needed for
successful Promo Company
expanding to Orl1:mdo. No exp. nee.
Call Sarah at 407-251-3913.
·

CASTING CALL
16mm film project
Full Sail March 15th. 1pm-9pm.
For directions and info:
www.alostcookie.com/16mm
or calf 407-551-1088 x 5020

Customer Service Reps PIT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Located near
Orlando Int Airport. Flexible
Schedule + great ·pay. AM/PM ~
positions available. Call
407-243-6150 x 2118.

FoRRENT

Room Avaii in Pegasus Landing for
Sublease. 4/4, only $480/mo, all util
inclu. Fully furn, W/D, lease thru .July
31, 2003. Call Lauren @ 407-362:.4922
or 321-277-7890

Room avail. for M/F in 3/2 apt. Walk
in closet, W/D, More. 15 min. from UCF.
Quiet neigh. $300/mnth o.b.o. + 1/3 util.
Incl. water. Lease until July. Call Eric
at 407-342-5359.

Innovative Software Company seeks
high energy people for inside sales
positions. Sell Internet Banking
Software and more to Banks and Credit
Unions throughout the country. No exp
necessary. FT or PT with Flex Hours
_ available. Great Pay with growth
opportunities for a great career. To
learn more go ·to www.yourmsr.com or
send resume to hr@w-w-i-s.com.

m

Queen size bed w/ mattress &
headboard. A long dresser w/ a
mirror. 1 night stand. Blond Oak
color wood. $500 for the entire set
obo. 407-671-2571.

Major Communicatio11s Co.
Launching New Service
Untapped Market!
Work from home
Call 1-877-357-5761

Build your body and you bank account.
Local franchise, Two Men and a True~
is looking for both FT and PT team
members to move residential and
commercial customers. Must be neat in
appearance, have clean driving record,
strong work ethic, and excellent
customer service skills. We offer
excellent wages + tips, and bonuses.
Talk to us about our "Stay The
Summer'' incentive program. Lift the
phone and call us today! 407-852-0925
W.e are located west of the airport at
2907 McCoy Rd, between Conway
and Orange Ave.
·

The ideal candidate will have excellent
communication skills, both verbal and
written; outstanding organiz-ation skills;
ability to work independently and make
decisions with little or no supervision; a
motivated self starter, and a team player.
There are two positions avail,,one PT
and one FT. We are located near the
airport at 2907 McCoy Rd (between
Conway and Orange Ave). Pl~ase calf
Two Men and a Truck 407-1J52-0925 or
fax re.sume 407-852-1133.

FOR SALE

• · 1 & 2 bedroom floor plans ~
• Two Months Free Rent for
Immediate Move•in!
• Summer Wait list Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this ad and we'll
waive your application fee

FREE RENT MONTH
OF MARCH!!
Room available immediately in
University House Ap.artment. Assume
remainder of lease April-July. ·
$359/mnth. Frank 407-314-7949.
Universi_ty Ho·use sublease asap. One
bed/bath avail. in 414. Free UCF
n th Free. $350/mnth. All
shuttle. 1st Mo_
util + Ethernet. incl. Call 386-679-2371.

Room for Sublease. May 1 - July 1 in
Village @ Alafaya Club. Only $465/ mo
inclu everything. Call Maxine
954·650-2703.
Room avail for Female in Northgate
.
Lakes, right next to UCF. Fully
furnished, 4/4 all util included. $400/mo. ·
until August 4, 2003. Call Lindsey 407808-0897 or email
Linz856@hotmail.com
Female NS wanted for room in 3/2.
· Only $400 + 1/2 util. Only 5 mins from
UCF in Regendy Park. Pool , computer,
Cable, phone. Call Jeff 407·207-6320

March Rent Free!
1bed/bath iii 3/3 at Pegasus Landing.
Furnished. All util. incl. $485/mnth.
_Lease until July 31. Call Erin at
407-362-4926 or 407-380·3209. ·

liJl

HOMES

Winter Park House for sale. 1 yr old
3bd/2bth w/spa. Vaulted ceilings, split
plan, quiet street. Motivated, $179,900.
Close to UCF. Coldwell Banker Res.
407-628-1790: Agent Steve Holler.

IIiiiJ

SERVICES

Computer Services

by Craig!

Repairs; upgrades, complete
systems built for less. Why spend
chain prices for impersonal service?
Quality work by UCF alumni. Also:
Virus scan/clean,. system tuneups,
software install/upgrade. Notary
Services avaUable. Call 407-782-0051

*ONLINE BARGAIN*
.- PARTY STORE Visit DJCarl.makesparties.com for
*CHEAP* party supplies, toys, theme
packages; wedding gifts,·gift baskets
and more.407.306.8010
Looking for 7-10 Undergrad UCF
women who have been victims of
crime since becoming UCF students,
to participate in 2-hr focus group to
discuss experiences. Discretion and
confidentiality are guaranteed,
along with·pizza and soft drinks.
Interested? Contact Dr. James
Wright, UCF Dept of Sociology and
Anttiropolcigy by phone 407-823-5083
email jwright@mail.ucf.edu.

fl]

MISC.

NEW! Catalog of unusual items.
You will love i! ! Novelties, gifts.
Rush $2 cash to: Clover Wholesale
3349 Foxwood Dr. Apopka, Fl. 32703-4922
Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men to
start a new Chapter. If you are
interested 'in academic succ;ess, a .
chance to network and an
opportunity to make friends in a nonpledging Brotherhood, e-mail:
zbt@z~tnational.org

o.r call 800-431-9674.

Henna Body Artist
Parties, Special Events,
Sorority/Fraternity Events. Call Lindsay
Blair 954-701-3806. Licensed Artist.

rm

TRAVEL

House For sale. Near UCF. 4bd/2ba,
screened pool, overlooking pond and
conservation area. $222,900. Coldwell
banker residential. Contact Jean at
~07-463-5238 or wwW. livinginoviedo.co~

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodotions
on the island of one of ten resorts (your choice').
llllJlllcld8 Tnvel

Fem. 2 sublease furn. 1bd/1 bth ASAP
in 4/4 Northgate Lakes through 8/1 . All
util. incl., W/D, alarm, ·balcony overlooks
pool & gym. $445 obo/mnth.
Call Lindsay @. 941-726-3131 or
Linzp143@aol.com.
UCF/University High Area Great 3/2 duplex completely tiled,
freshly renovated, rents
for $950/ mo. Avail March 1!
Call LA Real Estate, as.k for
Michael or Cindy 407-679-2600
2/2 Condo w/in walking distance to
UCF! 2nd Floor· unit! Avail Immediately!
Call LA Real Estate and ask for
Michael or Cindy 407-679-2600_
One bed/bath avail. in 3/3 at Pegasus
Landing across from UCF. Fully
furnished , W/D in unit. All util. incl.
$495/mth. Lease through July 31 ; 2004.
If interested please call 407-362-4364
or_407·353-2983.
3bd/2ba home. $995/mnth. Avail.
now. Near UCF. 1;700 sq. ft., big FR,
big LR, & lrg kitchen, fenced
backyard, off street parking, W/D,
app. incl., 407-671-7836.

UCF Areall $465/mnth incl. utll.
Quiet development. W/D, pool,
· responsible M/F, must love puppies!
Call Sandy@ 407-366-9391 or
@lo7-400-01 OO(beeper).
Spacious 2/1 unfurn Condo for Rent in
gated community. No Pets. Pool,
laul"ldry room access. Only 15 mins
from campus. $900/mo (two people
pref). Call 407-810-0052

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
inclu util, n/s, no pets, sec sys,
pool & tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

IIiiiJ

1-800-861-5018

www.Bah•8Sun.com
Book Earlv tor Best Selection!

SERVICES

Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.c~m or 407 851 0945

Online Filing
Do Your Ta>.ces Online @
www.absolutetaxes.cprri for a minimal
fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!! .
Herbal life Independent Distributor. .
LOSE WEIGHT NOWI
Ask me how?
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 407-921 -0738.
*** FRENCH TUTOR ***
Experience. French born teacher. All
levels. 'Reasonable rates. Adults and
kids. 5 miles from UCF.
Call 407-482-2343 or leave message

MARY KAY®

Spl"ing Is Here!
You deserve to be pampered! Call me for a FREE in
home Pampering Session 8: Glamour Makeover. Mary
Kay has all you need to look great and live smart.
Coming 3/16 Spring Fever! Sweepstakes
- enter to win 2003 Saab 9-3Convertibl.e
on my website.
'·---·.. - - · - . •. _, _ _

..:.---·-~---I

JENNIFER Hi\sSANI
1!'4 DEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT

www.marykay .com/jhassani
407 .281.9918

Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order

Home is
where your .
.

.

FRIENDS
Individual Leases
I

. I

Washer/Dryer in
Euery Apart"'ent
Internet Access

1

l

Couered Bas1<etball Pauilio·n
CGJble with 8 HBOs, _MTV & ESPN
.r
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LOF!S

Orpington St.

Fully-Furnished
·Apartm.ent Ho·me~

Colonial Dr.

Fitness Center with Free-weights .
Ameniti.es, Rents and Incentives subiect to cha.nge.

~ ·

